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I. INTRODUCTION

The future of de\rd.oping countiies lies to a large erbent in 

the education that can he provided for their children. It is self- 

evident -ttiat children in poor health or with a'~conDnunication3 handicap , 

/'an not benefit fully from ^diatever educational program is offered them,

A oomnon communication handicap in children of school age is impaired 

visual acuity, An ing>ortanb part, therefore, of ary school health pro

gram is recognition of children with these impairments so that appro

priate corrective measures may be Instituted, Knowledge of the distri

bution of visual defects within the school population (sex, age, lace, 

or other subgroups!may be valuable for planning vision screening pro

grams in developing countries to give hi^ case finding while, at the 

same time, conserving the required amount of professional services 

which are involved. For exan^jle, if the prevalence of visual defects 

is found to be rriatively constant at different ages' in certain groups 

or in all grotqps at ceirtaln ages, routine vision screening may be 

■ scheduled with different frequency according to these facts and not 

given at fixed inteivals for all children.

The author, from her experience as Director of School HealHi 

in Mozambiqne, has arrived at certain is^n-essionB regarding the dis

tribution of defects in visual actdiy in sdiool children of that country. 

These is^iressions are that the per cent of children with defective 

visual acuity and refractive errors increases with age and that females 

appear to exceed males and White children- to exceed Negro children in 

rates of abnormal visual acuity and refractive errors.
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A study, therefore. Has imdertaken to test, the accuracy of 

these observations and to achieve better understanding of vision in
ir . ' - ■

scho(A diildren. The entire population of. sdiod children 9-16 in 

the official (government) schools of the capital ci1^ of Mozambique, 

Lourenco Marques, coB?)ri3ed the stucfy group,

Hiis thesis focuses in deptii on a portion of the data to 

assess the rdLationship between visual acuity and growth, most 

specifically to test the following hypothesis:

The iapairnent of visual acuity in a child is influenced sig

nificantly by factors lAich also display themsd-ves in tiie child's 

pattern of growth, especially at adolescence. Evidence can be obtained
V

to show associative relationship between visual acuity nnd maturational 

characteristics of childreiu
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Sp-, mnm of m lushatohe

A. Derdppnent of Studies of Homan Qrovth and Hatoration #
• I

ICha^e in fiorsical size, prc^ortion and function is one of the 

most sdf-evldent facts of human grcwiai and has been noted thpou^out 

recorded histozy. The association of certain bodily disfunc^ons vith 

body lype, age, race, and seoc also has been made repeatedly over the 

years both in folk and scientific literature. It Has not until the end 

of the 19th or early in the 20th century that orderly studies of human 

grouth were undertaken and predictive indices and eaqjlanations dOTelc^ed. 

Early studies of children consisted largely of gross mo^hoLogic 

measures, e.g,, hei^t, wei^t, chest circumference, crown runm, rump 

hed length, etc., of children of different chronologic ages. Front

I

:i;

Is
V

such studies "norms" were derived for children of given age and ser.

In addition to study of gross body characteristics, studies were made 

also of the size> vei^t, and structure of various organs and organ 

systems. IMs norms were established for the wei^t of the heart, liver, 

spleen, etc., of children of different "hges.

Early studies shared common failures — failure to identify iiie 

universe Axm which their sas^tle was selected and failure to recognize 

the bias idiich ^tered into the selection. As an erample of the latter 

shortcoming were studies made of dead children from idiich inferences 

made concerning the size and^^s^cture of organs in living dilld- 

ren. !Qie morphologic studies had many values, however. They estab

lished the association between certain measures such as heli^t, wei^t.

(
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chronolb^c age, head and c^est dircomference, etc. Thegr identified 

individual differences and showed that children proceeded in -Uielr 

groirbh in an-orderly vs^r and teided time to maintain a constant

r^ative rank in reject to cbrohological ccdiorts. Hoxpholo^c studies 

also identified iiie growth characteristics of different body systems, 

e.g., neural, musculo-skdLetal, gonadal, lym^oid. Finally, these 

descriptive studies allowed establishment of certain age periods with 

common cheiracteristics, e.g,, fetal, neonatal, adolescent, etc.

In addition to moindiological (^oss and nlcroscc^ic) descrip

tions of growth and development, jdiysiologic aiid functional measures

were made of chdldiren of varying ages, Soae of these measures werei
*“1 2 epiphyseal maturation, Vogt (1938 )j estrogen level, Hathanson (19ljl)j

J.. Q. Gesen (19U7)j^ alkaline phosphatase, Talbot (19U7)j^ the

"duronology of the human dentition," Logan (1933),^ etc. These

measures were seen to have hi^ association and, at certain age periods,

to be better indices of physiologic age than the commonly used chron-

dlogical ago. s
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B. Growth and DevelopaentL of iiie lyeball

i
Certain aspects of growth of the eye have been studied exten

sively -^lile others have been studied hardly at all. Scarcity of some 

of these observations has been due largely to difficulties inherent in

Tunirfng measurements, ^so, many of the measures whi^ have been made
/

have been open to question as to their representativeness and their 

accuracy since they have been made from cadaver material,'^ The various

I
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measures -Hhich have been reported are; eyeball diameters (sagittal, 

horizontal, veirtd.cal), eyeball wel^t md volume, comeal horizontal 

diameter, comeal curvature, and lens curvature.

Most of the post-natal groeth of the cornea occurs In the first 

12 months,of life and leads to only an approximateily 2^-30 per cent In-j 

crease In horizontal diameter over that prestot at blrCi. The wed^t 

and the volume of the ^obe also increase steeply in the first 12 

monliis of life but continue their rapid growth during the following 

year or two. Thereafter, growth continues slowly, but final values 

are two or more times those observed at birth. The optic nerve at 

birth is l2lt.U im. long with a diameter of 2.7 mm. Post-natal gjrowth 

in length is 60 per ’cent to a mean of 39»Ok mm. and in, diameter, lit 

per cent to a mean of 2.7U mn.
Scanmon (1925)^ summarized the figures of various observers 

on the post-natal growth of the eyeball. A total of 1,000 observa

tions were made of lineal measures of the eyes of cadavers. Approxi

mately the same technique was used ty the various observers. The 

wel^t in post-natal life was represented by 39 cases. Although they 

were few the author found thCT sufficient to indicate the general 

course of growth of the organ after birth,

Todd (19l»0)'^ studied with a precise technique 150 pairs of 

adult eyeballs (total cadavers) and gave data upon gz*owth in wei^t.

He reported some Interesting sex and race differences in adult eyeball 

wei^. Sex and race ratios of eyeball weights were: HH/FW - 1,075, 

MW/to “ 0.923, M/FN ■ 0.987, Rf/PH « 0.917. Female eyeballs were

>

;
j
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Mean Measures of the Human ^eball 
'(Scammon) -

Sagittal Transverse VerticalAge
mm*

1^-10,000 H°10.000 1^1,000
Birth
1- 2 ye^s
2- 5 years 
5-10 years 
10-15 years 
Adult female 
Adult male

17.5 16.517.1
20.2 20i5 20.2
20.3 21.1 21.1
21.8 a.8 21.3
21.2 21.9 21.5
23.9 23.U 23.0
2lt.5 2lt.2 23.6

Wt, (grams)Age
N“39

Birth
1 year
2 years 
3-4 years 
5 years 
7-8 years 
9-10 years 
lit years 
16 years 
Adult

3.25
3.33
U.67

.5.07
?.71
5.69
6.1*3
5.95
6.50 ‘V

7.18

Mean Measures of the Human Eyeball 
(Todd)

i^t Eyeball Left ^eball 
ei^t (gms.) Wei^t (gms.Group Humber Cranial

Ce^city Stature
)

Av. S.D. Av. S.D.

63 7.85
ll5 8.51 

Female White 18 7,29
Female Hegro 21* 7,95

Hale White 
Hale Hegro

.60 7.82 .60
1.00 8.1*7 .97
.65 7.28 .65
.80 7.91* .78

11*1*5 CC. 1731* rm. 
1393 CC. 171*2 mm.
1261 CC. 1590 no. 
1273 CC. 1669 mm.
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^soluteay smaller, but rd.atively larger than male nhen considered 

in relation to cranial csqacity and stature, Aaierican Negro eyeballs 

vere larger than those of imerican Whites. In both seres the right 

eyeball was consistently larger than the left, altiaou^ toe differences 

were quite small.

Studies by Todd and Todd and Zlmmprmfln and Soammon, 
ized by Erognan,^ showed that in toe fetal life toe sytoalls 

their maTrimnm convergence before the bony oibits are formed. From 

mid-second to toe end of toe third fetal month convergence is rapldj 

toe an^e goes from 180 degrees to 10$ degrees, or 69 per cent of total 

fetal convergence. From the end of toe third month to tern toe Anglo 

goes from 105 degree to 71 degrees, toe remaining 31 per cent of toe 

fetal convergence. Postnatally, toere is an additional three degrees 

of convergence whito occurs very slowly,
O

Sorsby et a^ (I96l)® studied toe eyes of ll»32 children three

throu^ lit years of age. They found that ocular refraction in toe

vertical meridian declined with increasing age. There was very little

diminution in ocular refraction after adolescence was reached. Between

toe ages of 3 and 15 the reduction amounted to l.U D for boys and

2,1) D for girls, The sagittal diameter of the ^obe was found to bo

about 23 nm, at age three an estimated increase of 5 nm, over toe

18 nm. diameter at birto. In toe ten years between toe ages of three

and 13 they observed axial ^ongation of only about 1 mm. and reported
♦

that toe growth of toe eytoall appeared to be conqieted by the age of 

13 or lU in both sexes. For all practical purposesthe change in 

comeal power between ages torae and 13 was not inq)Qrtant and toile

snussnsjT**
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the lens poser decreased steadily, the overall change in this same 

age range was not great — less than 2 D. The Increase in the depth 

of the antCTior chamber was directly rd^ted to age and froa 3 to llj. 

amounted to from 0.1 to 0.2 mm.

The differences found for the values of arial length 

^owth, between this study and that of Scarmnon, may be due to the 

fact that Scammon reported measures on cadavers using calipers 

conpasses, while Sorby et ^ studied the axial length in every person 

using an optical method.

A most inportant concept of the giwth of the eye was that set 

forth by Sorsby et al. idio viewed the eye as a coordinated organ 

mt as an aggregate of separate structures. These observers noted that 

refraction remained rdLativdy unchanged over time despite dianges 

associated with the size and shape of the eye's cptical structures.

inferred that this relative constant was due to coordinated 

pensatory changes in the component parts of the eye. 

increase in the sagittal diameter of the eye frcm birth to age liiree 

of five mm. or more would cause a refractive change of as much as 20 D 

if other conponents of the optical system did not also change. In 

'this instance, bo'th the curva'tnre of "the cornea and''the curvature and 

'thickness of 'the lens change 'wl'th growth - the larger 'the ^obe, the 

flatter its surfaces. Thus, axial change is ccapensated ty reduction 

' in comeal and lens power. Sorsby represented these cocpensatory 

changes in the following schematic diagram: (Figure 1)

com-

For exasple, -the
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Qrmth Patterns of tho Eyo

{ I Chong* a«id bngih 
1. -jli Cheng* nx (•ni po«'*'

Cheng* tn corned pOw«>

40|-

3-5
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i
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I 0 a'0 5
0

The perslatenoe of hypernetropla and the eaergence of 
ametropia and of mjroplat three caaa ahovlng; alnllar 
(and rather marked) degreea of axial elongation bat 
different degrea of partial eonpensatlon — fairly 
full in the firet, moderate in the aeoond, and rather 
poor in the third. *

(i) (ii') (ill)
Period between 

exanlnatlona 
Initial refraction 
ixial elongation
Refraotlon at 2nd 

eraaination

U yrB.8 mtha. li yre.B mtha. 5 yrB.3 nth. 
♦ 1.0 D +1.5 D 

1.7 ra
+1.3 D 
1.6 ra1.3

-1.0 D+ 0.7 D 0.0 D

(Proa Soraby, 1961)



In exsa^e (i) reftactlon did not change during a four-year 

and ei^t-month period despite axial elongation of 0,7 nm. because 

of full conqpensation ty changes in liie cornea and lens,

Exanqile (11) is one idiich eoaietropia deveiqped, during a 

four-year and ei^t-®onth perio<^from an initial hypermetropia ctf 

+1,3 B, In this instance -Giere are only partial ccBi?)ensation by the 

cornea and lens for an axial elongation of 1,6 cm.

In the last example (iii), an initial hypermetropia of +1,5 D 

changed in 5 years 3 months' to a myopia of -1,0 B, In this instance 

as in example (ii) the refractive power of the lens and cornea changed 

less than was needed to "balance" the change of 1,7 mm, in axial 

length.

ined 386 children of their original lU32Sorsby et re-ec 

child study group 2 to 6 years after their first examination. In

H-gure 2, reproduced fi’om their study, it can be seen that the most

striking change is in axial length. Ihe authors state:

It is clear therefore that during growth, 
axial d.ongation does in fact occur but that this 
elongation, with its tendency towards myopia, is 
ccnintered by coc^ensatoxy changes in the cornea 
aM lens, leaving an essentially undianged reftac- 
tlon, except in a minority of cases where this com
pensation has been inadequate or'entireily lacking.
A stationary refraction is not therefore ewideMe 
of an unchanged axial length. This, indeed, m^ 
be stationary, but it is more likdy that there has 
been some elongation — possibly a substantial one 
— idrlch has .been adequately coopensated for. It 
would seem probaMe that the lens plays a more 
active part in this cocpensation than the 'comea.

The icportance of coordination of the optica^ conponents is

thus striking evident during growth of the ^e. The study of SorsTpy

et al, concluded that refractive errors are to be explained not so imuh .



Figure 2

. Oculo/ rofrtKfcn Axial Isnglh Conwol power lens (»owe~'100 ■■l«■■■ ««H80 m
I « '<7f
£
£ 40

20 iss
0

^ Degree ol chonge io)'
iO 0-0-5 Bio1 1:1!;? I 1-2-0 |lii?-iond6-1-0

The groirth of the lye aa a co-ordinated proeooa: 
exial elwigation coopenaated for by changee in 
cornea and lena (in 386 children re-eranined 
after 2-6 years). (From Soraby, 1962.)
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' ' ixt anatonlc^ 'bezms as 'bj' faUnre- of the idorsioiLoglcal mechanism of 

adjustment. Ihe process of coordination is active throu^opt. dilld-, 

hood. Foil coordination and antanatic adjustment give Emmetropic 

eyes, and less full coordination results in errors falling within the 

range of ±' lt,0 D. It appears trm. the stu^ of Sorshy et tha.t all 

but some 3 to U per cent of eyes in the general population have full ’ 

or fairly full coordination.

C. Vision

Ihere have been many studies of the changes in refraction and 

visual acuity with age. However, most of them deal with dianges in

eyes with refractive disorders or draw their sashes foam selected 

grorgjs. Two of the largest studies are those 'Of Brown (1938)^ aiad 

Their data, drawn from eye clitd.cs, suggest that£a.ataper (19^0).

there is an increase in hypermetropia of about 1.6 D in early child

hood the age of 7 years, a reduction by nearly 2 D in the suc

ceeding 8 years, and a farther and slower decline during the next 15 

years. (See Appendix 1.)

Gardiner, Karpinos and Post have studied the relation of 
vision to various other attributes. B. D. Karpinos (1960),^^ 

nnaiytrtTig the 273,000 medicsl reports of registrants examined by the 

Armed Forces for distant vision, found better vision for the St# 000 

Hegroes examined than for the 220,000 White examinees. P. A. Gardiner 

(195U)»^ relating growth with myopia among a random ad.ected number 

of school children from age 3 to 16 years attending the sdiool clinic.
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sap that the rate of growth of nyopie children differs fran that of 

others, being in the main faster both in hei^t and wei^t. In 

myopic girls the menarche was earlier in a significant proportion of 

cases and their state of growth rate appeared to fluctoate more than
O '

that of other-(drildren.

Gardiner (1?58), in a group of nearsi^ted dilldren idio at- , 

tended the research dlinic at Guy's Hospital and received extra flTHmAi 

protein, found that the rate of visual deterioration was mndi less 

than in a geaap who attended the ordinaiy scho<iL ophthalmic clinic 

and idiose diet was not changed.

Richard H. Post (1962)^ examined the.allegation that popula

tions with long histories of agricultural econany and or settled 

habitat have hi^er ratio of vision defects than populations now or 

until ccnqiaratively rec.ently in a culture habitat of hunter or food 

coLleotor. He based a large part of his studies on data collected 
by Hirsch (1953)^ fibo refracted 2,57U men and 26,62? women and on 

different studies of average refraction for Orientals, Caucasians,

Jews, etc.

i

D, Growth and Development in the Adolescent Period

The period of addleseence has many definitions. In general 

it, is the period of'life in which there is transition f^om somatic 

diildhood to adulthood. Chronological ages 10 to 15 in females and 

* 12 to 1? in males encompass the period of adolescent growtii changes 

for B^st of the populaUon. The most dramatic aspects of growth during



the adolescent period are; (a) accdLeration of growth in hei^t and 

wei^t foUowed hy cessation at a^t levels and (b) acquisition of 

primary and secondary sex characteristics. Measnres of somatic growth 

and of sexoal matuii-ly are hi^tly associated as exeo^jlified by the re

lation of menarche to peak velocities for hei^t growth (Eigure 3).

li' Hei^t and Wei^t

The accelezation of height and vei^t growth in adolescence is

seen in all children althoa^ it varies in duration and intensi-ty be-
(1955)^^ describes the growth "spurt"tween different children. Tanner

as follows:

3n boys' it takes place, on the average, frcsi 
age 13 to 1^, and is responsible for a gain in hei#t 
of about 8 inches (range U-12 Inches) aocon^mnied by 
a gain in wei^t of about UO lb. (range l$-6$ lb,).
The peak velocity of hei^t growth averages about h 
inches (10 cm,) per year, which is the rate the boy 
was growing at age 2, The time at which this marimnm 
v^ocHy is reached averages about ll; years, thou^ it 
may lie aryrtiere between 12 and 17. In girls the 
spurt begins about 2 years earlier than in boys, lasts 
on the average fron 11 to 13|, and is smaller ^n mag
nitude. the peak hei^t velocity averaging 3? in.
(8 cnu) per year. The sex difference can be seen in 
Pig, h which shows the velocity curves for a group 
of beys -iho have their peak vd.oclty between Ih and 
15, and a group of girls with their peak .between 12 
and 13.

Because children mature at different chronological ages, the 

effect of the shaip spurt in hei^t and wei^t which occurs in every 

child is not seen clearly when data for groups of children are aver

aged, Only by longitudinal rather than cross-sectional studies is it 

possible to demonstrate the growth spuirt accurately. Data from 

Shuttleworth (1937) illustrate this (Figure 5),
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The curves are frocn subjects liho have their peak 
vdocities during the modal years 12-13 for girls, 
and Il*-15 for boys.' (Actual mean Increments, each 
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(Proa Tanner, 1955.)



Figure 5
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Relation between individual and meaii velocities 
during the adolescent spi^. The hei^t curves 
are plotted against chronological age. (After 
ShuttLeworth, 1937).

(Frera Tanner, 1955.)



Bie time of onset of rapid gain in wei^t during adolescence 

corresponds oLoseLy in both sexes id-th the gain in hei^t. The dura
tion of gain in wei^t, hovever, covers a longer span (Hiohey, 1957).^^ 

Congparison of hei^t and wei^t curves offers insist into the behavior 

of wei^t, Noiinaily, a child’s weight curve is in the same channel as 

his hei^t curve, and the two measures follow the same pattern of anmial 

increments. The extent ajid direction of disparity between channels for 

a child's wei^t and his hei^t h^p to separate wei^t changes due to

maturation from those'due to nutrition. If wei^t deviations parallel
«•

heigjit deviations, tiiey probably reflect normal variations related to 

maturation ratej tdiere weL^t deviates alone, it is more apt to signiQr 
a change in nutritional status (Banger and Bayley, 1959).^"^

c

2. Measures of Sexual Maturity

The word "maturity" is not used to denote con^ilete physical 

' develcpment. It is es^)loyed .to indicate a physiological state that 

begins with the appearance of axillary hair in beys and first menstru

ation in-girls. According to Watson and Lowrey (195U),^® sexual 

maturity is directly related to wei^t and hei^t and is preceded by 

the spurt in body growth. The menarche generally appears at a 

skeletal age of 13.5 or lU years.

A number of factors appear to affect the menarche. Wilson 

and Sutherland (1953)^^ studied the effect of climate. They, found 

that in girls in tropical countries the menarche can appear earlier 

or later than in European girls.

Kark (1956)^® confirmed this lack of relationship between 

climate and menarche. She concluded that low socio-economic "status"
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plays a more dagjortanfc role than.the factors of race.or climate on 

onset of menarche. Tisserand-Perrier, Bertolini, and Bernier (19$3)^ 

cited the laqportance of other factors bn late onset. Some of these 

Here: poor general physical condition, nndemourishment, poor social 

background, and hi^ number of children in the family,

Shah (1958)22 and Israel (1959)^^ studied the role of heredi-ty

in menarchal onset in Indian Homen by eomparlTig -ae age of menarche 

of mothers and dau^ters. There was no association demonstrated.

It is difficult to obtain a measure of maturity for boys 

corresponding to the time of first menstruation in girls, Godin 

(1927 states, Hith minor qualifications, that in males puberty is 

attained at the time of 'the appearance of aodllary hair or about one 

year after the a,pp6aranoe of pubic hair, and that at this time pubic 

hair is far advanced in amount and area covered and has started to curl. 

His statements agree Hith conoLusions reached ty Cranq)ton (1908),^^

Mary observers have noted that -ttie deveLopment of sexual 

characteristics in males is more closely correlated Hith bone matura-' 

tion than Hith chronological age, and that hei^t and nei^t 

better measures of maturation than chronological age.

are

3. Hei^t and Wei^t Differences in Early and Late Maturing Children 

The relation of precocious, average and retarded puberty -to 

Hei^t, hei^t and growth rates has been the subject of several 

studies, Bichey (1937 made a study of the heists and Heists of 

1871 girls and 188U boys attending the Laboratory Schobla of the Dni- 

VOTsity of Chicago, He divided children of each sex into three matui^ 

ity groups. In boys



if the hair in the arnpite Has noticed first al/the 
examination of the fourteenth or an earlier birthday.
Idle subject Has pLalced in.l^Iaturlty Group I. If no 
axillary hair Has present on his fourteenth birthday 
but Has -present on his fifteenlh, he Has jiLaced in 
Maturi-lgr Grotg) H, and if no hair had appeared in the 
axupits by his fifteenth birthday, he Has placed in 
Maturity Groiqi III,

The girls were also divided into three groups:
1) those menstruating before their thirteenth birth
days, 2} those iho menstruated first between their 
thirteenth and fourteenth birthdays, and 3) those 
Tdiose menstrual periods commenced after their four
teenth birthdays, Diese groipa were referred to as 

_  Maturity Groups I, H, and m.

In both sexes, the early maturing children were taller and

heavier at a given ehrondlogical age than the later maturing chlldten,

and the middle grotqp In maturation age was midway between the early

and late in hei^t and wei^t measures. Richey's data are displayed

in Uga^ 6, 7» 8 and 9.

It is of interest to note that differences in hei^t and 

weigjit of early and late maturing children are seen long before 

pubertal changes start and after they are finished, Richey noted 

that "the pre-pubertal 'spurt' increased the differences between,the 

heists and wei^ts of the three groups for a short while but differ-

ences in the heists and wei^ts of different maturity grotps of the

same age are largely to be attributed to long continued differmses 

in the average growth rates." These differences in height and wri^t 

at aU ages for the different maturity groups suggest fundamental 

difference in body build in these three groups.
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It. Hacial Differences in Matnratipn aM Body Measnrements

Stfodies of the growth and dereLopment of children of different 

races has shown striking differences in 13x6 time of onset of puberty '

and in the rate of grosrtii of different racial groups. HoHewer, as noted
\

earlier> it is dxipossible to untan^e the effects of nutritional and 

soclo-econonic status from those of race in these studies. Poor nutid-

tion^as well as chronic illness, as well as many other factors, have 

been shown to dday the maturation process. In studies idiere nntrLtion

and socio-economic conditions have been controlled, the differences 

between races have not been as great but some differences, presumably 

on a genetic basis, have persisted.

Ibere have been num^ous studies of birth wei^ts and early 

maturation patterns of Megro and White infanta in the United States — 

Palmer and Ciocco (19U5)>^ Christie (1917)^® — but few which coii?)ared 

growtii throu^out childhood in different races.

The information even on hei^t and weight of African children 

is extremely United. Roberts (1960)^^ cong)ared Southern Sudan diild- 

ren with London children and concluded that African children attain 

their adult size at a later age than Lcmdon children. No con^iarative 

growth studies have been made of the various racial groups residing in 

Mozambique,

E* Relation of Hei^t, Wel^t, Menarcbal Age 
to ^^jall Qrow^ and Refraction

Sorsby et corr^ted-helots and wei^ts of 13lt5 children

three to 1$ years of age with refraction in iiie vexrtical meridian and



uitli axial length. Only a few of the nomeroua correlations were 

statistically significant, snggesting that at "most there is only a 

very sli^t tenden(y for larger children to have longer eyes, and 

aiy such tendency would account for only a small proportion of the 

variation in axial length." Annual rates of increase in axial length 

in relation to rates of hodlly growth were determined for I83 boys 

and 178 girls examined two to six years apart. The authors concluded 

that "there is little to suggest that at ary age the hi^er 

rates of axial elongation are related to the hl^er 

bodily growth,"

al rates of

Menarchal age was debennlned for 8? girls in the same studbr. 

As is shown in the Table reproduced from that stu^y (Figure 10) 

there was nothing to suggest that early menarche — and presumably 

puberty — tended to precipitate undue axial elongation.
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• ■ Figure 10

Aongation in rtlaUon to age at onset

No. of children
Ace at oiuei of 
tnensirualion 

(years)
Degree of axial elongation (mm)

11-20 21 and over.
Total

0 6- 100-0-5
1

9 2210 12.163II 25278812 292513913 14I6714 63115

Annual Rfitefl of Chan^ 

(Prom SoMby, 1962)

a



m. METHOD

A, Study Pofralation

It is hypoiiiesized that rd-atiojoships between i^iysical matura

tion and refractive errors, if they existed, would be shoan most 

clearly dnring the period of the sdiool child's life characterized 

by rapid physical growth. Therefore a study population was sou^t 

tdiose ages spanned this period of change. The observations of 

Slataper (1950)^° and Hirsch (1952)^° indicated that refraction 

changes in the direction of iiyopia continuously frcM at least age 6 

to maturity, but it appears that a particularly rapid rate of change 

occurs at about 11 to 12 in girls and 13 to lU in boys. Tanner 

(1962)^ has shown that rapid change in body size of girls lasts 

about from 10.5 to 13 years and that in aH instances the period of 

most rapid linear growth has ceased by the end of the l6th year.

Males, however, continue to grow after this age.

The selected study population was caiq>osed of all children 

from nine throng 16 years of age attending the official (govenment) 

schools in Lourenoo Marques, Mozambique, during the school years . 

I96I-62 and 1962-63. In the instance of females, it was considered 

that this age span would enccmqsass the most rapid period of change 

iddle in the instance of males, observation of older subjects was de

sirable but not possible because school attendance after age I6 ter

minates for most pupils.
/■
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Biere were WSl diildrenj 2157 nale and 2671; female. Sixty 

per cent were White, 9 pea? cent Hegro, 13 per cent of ndxed racial 

groups, 10 per cent Indian, and one per cent Chinese. (TaKLes I and H).

Because physical maturation is hnoHn to vaiy ty age, sex and 

race, the study' population was sub-grotq)ed ty these variables in order 

more clearly to observe the rd.ationship, if any, between j^ysical

c

maturation and refractive errors.

B, Measures of Maturation

1. General Problems

The problem facing the investigator was the ejection of a 

relatLvdy sin?)le index or indices of physical maturation which 

could be collected at little expense, with aimpl or no equipment, 

by health visitors and clerics. Precise anthropological measures, 

hormonal assays, x-ray determination of epiphyseal maturation, and 

other d.aborate measures therefore were ruled out. Obseivatlcm^ of 

genital, breast and pubic hair development were also discarded as 

methods of assessing maturation because of the anticipation that such 

observations would be disturbing within the culture of the schools.

Three measures of maturation finally were sdected. These 

were body hei^t, body wei^t, and — in females — menarchii age.

2. Hei^t and Wei^t

The original observations were made during tbe school year 

1961-62 on the female population. It was recognized that because of 

the wide range of individual differences In body size, a cross sec- 

g a sin^e measurement of hei^t eind wei^t wastional stuty utUi
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Table I

Dlotrlbatlon of Kale Sdiodl Children hsr Race and Age 
(8 to 16 Tears CQ.d) - Official Schode 

L,H. (Mosadjiiiae) 1961-1962

Unknoim Total 
No. % No. %

Tndlan Chineee-Hized 
Ho. %

Vhite 
Ho. %

Hegro 
No. %Age %Ho. i No.

li.O 167 7.716 15 6.3 5.08.3 18 9.1 12123)
28Un.U 13.26.9 12.5 12.0LU.3 27 312 309 212

16.13U865 38 16.0Ut.li 16.0 12.0|27.0 3213 2910 I2h.0 296li6 19.U 6 13.7U3 18.0166 11.2 35 20.011

12.632 13.5 

3U IU.3

2712U 13.7 12.5 12.0182 12.3 33012 I

12.U2678.028 16.0181 12.2 9.2 22213

252 11.7186 12.6 12.0 1 100lU 22 9.2 22 9.3 319 10.9

9.616.018 7.6 UU.2 207166 11.2 5.1IS 9 10
!

6U3.U3.U 816 50 3.01.7 3 1.33

25 100 |l 1' 100 2157Total lli79 175 21*0 100100100 100 100 237
I
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Table TL

Distribution of Foaale Sdiool Children by Bace and Age 
(9 to 16 Tears Old) - Official Schools 

L.M. (MosaiBbique) 1963.-1962

j

Hegro 
No. ^

Nhite 
No. %

Mixed 
Mo. %

Indian 
No. %

Chinese Dnknoun 
No. %

TotalAge
% %No. No.

1*9 20.0 80 19.6 16.9 5 83.3 1*08 13.39 229 13.3

10 251 ll*.6 39 16.0 72 17.6 37 13.9 5

11 326 19.0 35 ll*.3 1*6 11.3 1*9 18.1* 5
12 287 16.7 l*oil6.3 75 18.1*1*5^6.9 7

13 220 12.9 25 :10.2 1*1* 10.8 la |l5.1» 5
11* 198 11.6 21 8.6 1*>10.5 28|io.5 6

15 139 8.1 20 8.2 28 6.9 11*1 5.2 3

16 66 '3.8 16 6.5 20 5.0 8i 3.0 • 1
Tlatal|l7l6 100 2l*5' 100:1*08 100 W 100 32

15.6 1*01* 15.1
15.6 1*61 111*. 2 

1*51* 17.0

335:12.5
I

296-11.0 

205 ' 7.1* 

111: U.2 

2671*: 100

21.9
15.6

18.8

9.1* 16.71

3.1

6100 100
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dn^recise for charaoterlzing the naturatlon of individual children. 

However, the speedy eoonany and simplicity encouraged us to use IMs 

method, and previous observations of Eichey (1937),^^ Tanner (19$$) 

and Shuttleworth (1939)^® gave support to our ejgjectation that at a 

given chronological age the heaviest and tallest children would be the

most mature.

Similar data were obtained frtmi males during the 196l»62 

school year. Because idiere was no physiological "marker" in the male 

that would be the equivalent of the menarche in the female, another 

index of maturity beside a sin^e determination of hei^t and wei^t 

was sou^t for boys. Therefore, hei^t and wei^t were repeated on 

most of the bqys one year later (during the 1962-63 sdiool year).

Thus, it was possible to characterize males not only by absolute values 

of hei^t and wei^t but also by increment of growth during a period 

of one year. The assunqjtion in using growth increment as a measure 

of maturity was that among pre-pubescent boys of the same chronological 

age, those growing at the most rapid rate would be the most' mature.

The statistic used to describe this growth increment was the mean 

wei^t (or hei^t) growth ratio and is conventionally r^resented by 

the wei^t (or hei^t) gains during a given time interval divided by 

the wei^t (or height) of the organism at the beginning of the time 

interval: ^2 - .

Hei^t and wei^t of sdiool children were obtained by school 

nurses foUowing a standardized procedure. Wei^t was measured on a 

balance scale, the child standing freely and holding the side of his
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lega tJith his hands, Hei^t was measured against a standing pde at

tached to the scale. The child was instructed to "stand tall," All

measures were of children in gym clothing without shoes.

3. Menarchal Age

Menarchal age in the female is an accanqpaniment of maturation 

and is an excdLlent point to equate physiological age. For the present 

study, the age was obtained ty direct questioning of sdioc^ girls hy 

the school health visitor. The mean menarchal age was calculated for 

those girls who already had begun to menstruate. These girls weire 

then grouped into those whose menarche occurred before the 12th year, 

those with menarche between IS and 13 years, and liiose with menarche 

after the age of 13, For some analyses the proportions of girls in 

■Uiese categories were applied to girls not yet menstruating so ihat 

(sic) estimates of the influence of early and late maturation on visual 

acuity could be made.

I

e

V

i/

C. Measures of Vision

1. Visual Acuity

The Monoyer Scale was used to test the distance visual acuity 
of the children in the study. The Moncyer Scale follows the interS^ 

nationally accepted principles recanmended by the American Ccoraittee 

on Optics and Visual Ihysiology, Sub-committee on the Froblen of an 

International NomencLature for Designating Visual Acui*^ (Perera
(19StL).^8

!
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The scale is read at a distance of $ meters and has 10 lines of 

letters Tshich, from line to line, increase in size (Appendix 2), Oiie 

first (suppLanentary) line should he read by -Hie normal eye at a dis

tance of $ meters 5 the last line ■which contains the biggest let-bers, 

at a dis-banoe of 50 meters, Intenrendng lines are of a size -Idiat 

shonld be read at 10, 15, 20, etc,, meters. Visual acui-iy that is 

noxmal, i,e,, the 5 meter line is read at 5 meters, is designa-bed 1,0, 

Succeeding larger lines are designated 0,9, 0,8, 0,7, etc,, ifliich is 

an index of the extent of normal acni-ty at 5 meters. The Monj^er 

Scale and the Snellen Scale are cons'tracted on ■the same op'tieal prin

ciple and 1,0 Monoyer is equi'valenb to 20/20 Siellen,

Measuremen-bs of -Tlsual acui-ty were made by the school heal-th 

•visitors according to ins'bructions idiich are given in Appendix 3 in 

•the form of -the original circular. Such m^surenen'bs were made at -the 

beginning of each school year routinely and -bhe results recorded on 

individual file cards in the pupil's name. All children idiose -vision 

in ei-bher ^e •sas not 1,0 Monoyer as well as those who use passes 

were sent to -the eye clinic at the Miguel Bombarda Hospi^tal in 

Lourenco Marques.

Children vdio were found to be wearing glasses at •the time of 

•visual acui-ty screening wero not tested but were referred to -bhe eye 

cJinic for evaluation. Measurements for visual acuity were made in 

females during •the school year 1961-62, Measuremen^ts for males were 

made in 19^-62 and again in 1963, These la-ber measurements were •iiis 

ones used for males in all -tables except those in which changes were 

deteimined in visual acui-ty from 19&1-62 to I963,

I
f
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2, Hefracrbion

Children referred to the ho^ital eye clinic had their Tisual 

acuity evaluated once more by means of the Monoyer Scale. If the child 

had an acuity of 1.0 in eadh eye^ and if there were no sighs or syoiptoms 

of ocular or visual disturbances, he was pronounced "normal." If the 

child showed any ocular or visual disturbances, even with a l.oA.O 

acuity, cydLpplegic refraction was made. (Atropine was used for child

ren to age lU and thereafter homatropine with benzedrine or cyco- 

liLegil. ) If the child undet<"cyclc^egia was able to read the entire 

MonOyer Scale, he was considered normal. If he could not read it, 

various lenses were tried. The lens used to enable him to read was
i

a measure of his error of refraction which was registered in diopters. 

The most commonily observed errors of refraction weret mytqcda.

and hypermetropia, with varying degrees of astigmatism, and mdxed 

astigmatism, i.e,, with nyppia and faypemetropla in different axes.

For purposes of classifying students by refractive error, a sin^e 

number was obtained by adding the spherical errors in both eyes to

gether with one-half ihe total cylindrical errors, if any, and dividing 

by two. This method was devised b? Gardiner (1951;) to overccmie the 

difficulty of differing refractive errors in the two eyes.

.!
»

5

:

D. Children's Identification

1. Chronologieal Age

Age of girls was recorded according to age at last birthday. 

For boys, the chronological age was obtained by subtracting the year
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of Mrtli frcm the time point of April 1961, this date being the mid

point between the two observatLona made in S^teanber 1961 and Sept- 

embeir 1962.

2. Deterndnaticai of Hace

Race was copied £rcm school records made frcm birth certificates.

f
E. Statistical Procedures

■r»

1. Collection and ^Thbulation of Data

Hei^t, wei^t, visnal acuity and, when appropriate, menarchal 

age were entered on piq)il's individual health cards by the school 

nurse. Subsequently, these observations were coded by the author and 

punched m IBM cards. These cards were sorted and counted using the 

equipment of the Department of Eioatatistlcs of the Graduate School of 

Public Health. Various special computations were made from these cards 

also using the IBM 7070 conputer at the University of Pittsburg Com

puter Center.

1^

I

1

i

i\
I
1

I
i

2. Associations

Children in ^e study were divided into two groups on the basis 

of their visual acuiiy. Those with acuity of 1.0 in each eye were 

called "normal." All others were called "abnormal." When children 

wore classified by visual aculiy, the visual acuity of the poorest eye 

was used. The abnormal group was further divided ^to "myopics" and 

"others" on the basis of a refsractive esamination by an qjdit&almologist.
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The hei^t^ vei^t, aod age of menarehe aas detennined for 

girls in the normal ai^ abnoxmal -visual acoi-tT- groups. The same 

factors -vere eon^iared in nQropic and non-q^ppic girls.

The hei^, wel^t and increment of growth of hei^t and 

wei^t were cong)ared in ma-i oh trit.h normal and abnozmal -visual acul-tiy- 

and in males with and -without n^ropia. In addition, relationship be- 

-tween change in -visual acul-t^ in a one-year period and growth incre

ment during -that same period -was determined for males.

3. Degree and Heasure of Associa-tion

Tables, grajhlc analysis and numerical e^^essions were used 

to measure -the degrees of association of -the -variables. Various -tests 

of statistical sigm-ficance were tried: aU, however, were biased by 

-the he-terogenel-ty of -the poptiation.

A “t" -test for differences of means of indices of growth and 

matura-tion wi-lii -visual acrd-tgr was possible only for Whi-te children.

For children of o-ther races -the test could not be made because of small 

numbers. Besides -the "t" test, chi square tes-ts were used to s-tudy , 

-the association be-tween menarehe and -visual acul-by in girls and hei^t 

Increment and changes in visual acui-ty in bpys.

The problem of associa-tion and -testing became even more pro

nounced -with -the aasoda-tion of indices of growth and raaturatirai -with 

nyopia because of -the limited number of itypplo cases — oniy 123 out 

of a population of U631> Because only small numbers of uypplc child

ren were available for analysis, -the foUoaing discriminatory method 

-was used. First, mean hel^t -was plot-bpd at each age for all girls
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■Hbo Here poat-meoarehal, and iiie same nas r^eated for those ■^lo 

pre-menarchal, Tho s^arated smooth cnrres were fitted throu^ each 

set of meaTis taking into account the number of observations on which 

each mean was based. New mean hei^t values were then read fton these 

smooth curves. Deviations from the curve values at each age were cal

culated for each myopic child within its respective menarchal group^ 

i.e., pre- or postHmenarchal, The average deviation over all age 

gcctapa ms then calculated for each menarchal class. Also, the stand

ard deviation for all age groups was calculated for each menarchal 

class. On another analysis of the data, measures of pre- post- 

menarchal girls were combined to give a single smoothed curve. De

viations from this curve were calculated for myopic girls.

The above procedure was r^eated for wei^t.

See Addendum, page 132.

were



17. RESULTS

A. Characteristics of the Sttid^ Population

1, Age, Race, Ser

Q5ie age and race of the study population, ly ses, are shoun 

in Tables I and H (pages 30 and 31). Hal^ and fanales were approEd- 

nately equal in numbers, racial distribution and age, 'White chdldrai 

congjrLsed the largest group and there were more younger than older 

children in all racial groups because of the tendency of older child

ren to discontinue schooling.

2. Hei^t

Fanale. As shown in Figure 11 and Table Hla , girls ina.

the four racial grotqps generally showed a steady increase in mean

hei^t with age and appeared to follow similar growth curves. No

sudden growth spurt was discerned in ary of the racial groins and only

in White girls was Jtoere an indication of growth cessation (ages 15,
*

16). Bie 'White girls achieved greater helots at early ages than did 

girls of other races. However, by ages 15 and 16 this .^dvantage ap

peared to be lost. In general, Negro girls in early age groups were 

shorter than those of other races. Again, at age 15 and 16 tMg dif

ference disappeared. Because of the drop-out from school of children 

at older age levels, the number of girls 15 and 16 years old in 

White groups , was smal.l and thus means could be distorted by an atypical 

obseimmtlon in a sin^e child.

“T" tests of differences of means were performed to detemine 

Thether differences noted above were statistically significant. For 

%ee page 105.

non-
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Table lUa

Weight and Height of Female SchoorChildrOT by Race and Age 
Official Schools - Lourenco Marques 

(Mozambique) 1961-62

, No, Means
Welded KilosRace No.Age Means „ „ 

(cm.) S.E.S.E. Measured
White 9 223 29.5 ± .375

33.0 ± ,391
35.14 ± .3au
39.9 ± .lj62
li3.2 ± .1483
145.9 t .1x61
I48.I t ,5iax
148.7 t .682

26.U ± .U32
28.0 i ,528
31.7 1 .936
36.14 t .878
140.9 il.22lj
kS.O ±1.000
148.5 n.209
149.5 il.317

26.0 ± .1x63
20.7 1 ,520
3I4.O ±1.050
37.6 ± .767
la.3 ±1.178
I46.O ± ,098
148.6 tl.OOix
50.0 ±1.211

227 1.29 i .0C5
1.36 ± .00I4 
I.I4O t .OOlx 
I.I46 ± .OOli 
1.51 ± .OOlx
1.55 ± .OOlx
1.55 ± .005 
1.58 ± .007

1.28 ± .080
1.30 1 .105 
1.36 ± .011 
1.1x2 ± .009 
1.1x8 ± .lUo
1.51 ±1.000
1.57 il.209
1.56 ±1.317

1.27 ± .078 
1.33 ± .007 
1.38 ± .010 
1.1x5 ± .008 
1.1x9 ± .009 
1.55 ± .008
1.55 ± .120 
1.61 ± .009

1.26 ± .095 
1.33 ± .012
1.37 i .010
l.lxlx t .017
1.1x8 t .011
1.53 ± .010
1.56 i .012
1.58 ± .01x2

10 21x9 21x911 322 32lx12 281 28713 209 217llx 181 196
15 125 13716 51 65

Negro 9 1x8 1x810 39 3911 35 3512 1x0 1x013 ■ 25 25llx 21 2115 18 2016 15 16
Mixed 9 77 7910 72 7211 1x6 1x612 7h 7lx13 1x3 Ixlxllx U2 1x3/• 15 27 2716 19 20
Indian 9 1x2 25.2 - .619

± .993
± .71x0 
il.l82 
il.11,7 
il.211x
il.81x7
±2.168

1x510 35 28.2 3611 U8 30.3 1x812 Ixlx 35.2 Ixlx13 la 36.8 lallx 28 Ixlx. 2 2815 13 1x5.1 llx16 10 lxlx.3 8
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these detezmlnatioiis (and also for those of female wei^t and male 

hei^t and wel^t), each age-race subgroup was not compared with 

every other age-race subgrocp. Instead, the data were 

selected subgroups wsre coopared ~ inferences b^Lng drawn based on . 

-tile relations of other subgroips to the ccopared subgroups. For etx- 

anple, if statistical significatnce could not be demonstrated for a
■ *' ■ I *

difference in mean hei^t of Uhite girls at a given age and mean 

hei^t of girls of the same age of the racial group i&ose mean was 

farthest from that of Wiite girls, then it was considered unlikely 

(since numbers in non-lfOiite age-race groups were approximately equal) 

that a statistically significant difference would be present for the 

differ^ e in mean heights of White girls of this age grcnp and girls 

in other race groips the same age. Likewise, when differences appeared 

so great that it was considered likely that statistical significance 

would be present, the difference of means of race-age groups closest 

together were examined. If statistical significance was present for 

these, then it was Inferred that means of groups deviating more widely 

also would be significant.

A ot" test of the differences between mean heists of White 

and Negro girls ages 10 throng lU showed these differences to be 

significant at the .OCCL level. Differences In other subgroups were 

not statistically significant.

b. Male. Mean hei^t of males as shown in Figure 12 and 

Table mb follows somewhat similar patterns for all racial groups.

The change in the sl<pe of growth curves at ages 10 and 11 suggested 

a "growth spurt" but the indication was nob strong. There was no

Dined and
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Stable lilb 

(Moaambiqtie) 1961-62

^g8 Weld&ed Mean
Kilos S.E,Race MeanNo.

Measured (cm.) S.E.
Nblte 8 118 28.2 ± .388 

^.7 ± .358
3lt.I» ± .ii25
36.2 ± .$19
h2.3 t .6U$ 
h6.2 ± .61,3 
52.0 + .721
56.6 ± .711,
56.9 ±1.126

26.-7 ±1.039
28.lt ±1.039
28.9 +1.239
33.6 + .877
35.2 11.336
ltO.8 +1.210, 
Ij7.7 12.10.7
53.0 +2.1a7
50.6 -+2.682

26.3 ±5.10
28.3 ± .867 
28.8 ± .635
30.8 ± .810, 
36.1, +1.118
39.6 ±1.725
1*7.3 ±1.71*7
50.1 12.361,
61,. 3 11.5L1*

2U.0 ± .75U
26.9 ±1.153
29.6 ± .953 
31.8 ± .618 
35.0 ±1.180
1.2.6 ±1.390
1*5.5 ±2.21,7 
1*9.6 +1.993
53.3 ±3.396

109 1.31 ±.006 
1.36 ±.001,
1.1*0 ±,005 
1.1*3 i.006 
1.50 ±.006 
1.55 t.oo6 
1.61 ±,006 
1.67 ±.006
1.69 ±.010

9 206 206
10 212 21211 165 161,
12 181 182
13 179 17811* 183
15 165 .16516 50 50

Negro 8 15 16 1.28 ±.013 
1.33 ±.019
1.31* ±.00.1,
l.la t.OLl, 
1.1*1* ±.012 
1.52 +.015
1.58 ±.018
1.62 +.022 
1.63 ±.031,

1.30 ±.0L9
1.33 ±.011 .
1.31* ±.001,
1.37 ±.011
1.1*7 ±.015
1.50 ±.018
1.60 ±.018 
1.66 +.023 
1.75 ±.035

1.28 +.011, 
1.31* ±.012
1.36 ±.012
1.1*3 ±.010
1.1*7 ±.016
1.56 +.013
1.58 ±.011, 
1.65 ±.019
1.75 ±.008

9 11 1110 29 2911 31* 31*
12 - 21* 21,
13 28 2811* 19 1915 9 916 3 3

Mixed 8 15 139 30 3010 65 65
11 1*3 1*2
12 3U 3013 a 2111* a a15 10 1016 3 2

Indian 8 12 109 26 26
10 36 36
11 1*6 1*6
12 32 3213 33 33lU 22 2215 18 1816 8 8



clear evidence of deceleration of growth at Idle older age levels, 

althon^ ihe Indian hoars had less increase in mean hel^t at ages 

about fourteen than idtesr did at earlier ages. As was true with 

girls, the number of children in the non-%hite grot^ at older ages 

was small and therefore means may be less accurate representations for 

these than for the Hhite group. However, Negro males had Iowot mean 

heists at all ages than did Nhite males and these differences were 

significant at the ,01 level. Statistically significant differences 

in other age-race subgro^s did occur but were scattered and not 

consistent for certain races at all or most ages.

Hales of all races had greater mean heists at all ages than

i

f

females ♦
I

3. Wei^t

a, Fanale. As shown in Figure 13 and Table IHa, the mean 

wei^t of girls increased steadily by age. There was no dear evi

dence of a “wei^t spurt" nor evidence (except in the case of Indian 

girls) of deceleration or cessation of wei^t gain. As was true with 

hei^t, the White girls had hi^er mean values in the lower age groi^ 

than did girls of other races. Biet Indian ^Is w^ere consistently 

lifter in wei^t at all ages than were girls in the other racial 

grojq)s, (p “ .Od at all ages.) It E^eared that wei^t gain in 

Indian girls did not increase after age lit. Negroes throu^ age lit 

also had mean wei^ts significantly different fton those of White 

girls (p *» .COL to .Od at different ages). The other three age groups 

had similar mean wei^ts at ages 1$ and 16. Also, as was true for

(
j

i

I.

{

. I:

t:
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measoroaents of hei^tj small mn^ers in non'^lhite children at oldeir 

age levels limited the interpretatldn one ’could make ftm the data.

b. Male, is shown in Figure lU and Table mb, mean wei^t 

in ail race groups for males increased with age. The wei^ts of Mhite

bays were considerably hi^er at all age levels, except 16, than those 

of othe^groups. (p “ .01 at aU ages.) !Hiere was no clear evidence 

of a "wei'^t spurt" in aay race group. The numbers of observations 

made at age 16 for non-«hite groups were small (e.g., Hegro - 3»

- 8) and therefore the means are not rdiable. TheMixed - 3,

number of observations for White boys was adequate and there was evi-
%

dence of deceleration in wei^t gain occurring between age 1$ and l6.

flu

U. Menardie

In Figure 1^ and Table 17 are shown the percentage of girls 

by race in each age group ^dio have passed the menarche. Below the age 

of 21, less than 10 per cent of the girls in any race group have passed 

the menarche and ly age 15 almost all are post-menarchal. In Ihe White, 

T7iH<-ftn and Mixed racial groups, the per cent of post^enarchal* girls 

at given ages rises sharply between 12 and lU whereas not until age lU 

in ihe Negro grocgp are an appreciable number of girls postHnenarchal.

3* Relationship between Menarche and Hei^t and Wei^

Tables V and VI and Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 show that post- 

menarchal gjylfl of all races and at all ages are taller and heavier 

than their pre-menarchal counterparts.
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Table 17

Per Cent of Post MenarchsO. Female School Children in Each 
Age Group by Race, Official Schools, Lourenco Marques 

(Mosajrfbique) 196l-o2

RACE
Age in 
Tears

Mixed Indian~~"MegroTJhite
No. M^. %No.. M* %Ho. ; M*"; % No.

1.2-221 \ 1 I .U i U9 -
' i2U9 1 11* I 5.6 I 39 1

321* 38 ! 11.7 1 35 2
287 105 ' 3l*.5 : 1*0 1*

153 ■ 70.5 : 25 -13

799 1

1 2.72.5 72 , 1; 1.10
I

U8 ;U6 ! 11 2.1 ^25.711
I

1*1* • 121 27.27U 13 I 17.5^ 
1*1* ; 29* 65.9

33.312
13 1 217 la 19: 1*6.352.0

li
i1*3 ; 37 ' 86.0 j 27 ! 25. 92.5 

27 ' 27 100 ll* 11* 100 

8 8 100

16 76.1196 177 I 90.3 : 21 

131 ' 95.6 20

62 , 95.3 16

U*

10015 20137

16 ' 65 16 100 20 > 20 100

■“M « mmber post raenarchal
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Table IVa

Onset of Henarche of School Children b^ Race and Age 
Official SdiodLs - Lourenco M^ues 

(Moaarabique) 1961-62

Means
(in months)Race Age Number S.E.

108.0
121.3
136.2
139.7
llt6^
151.1 
150.9
153.2

. White 9 1
lU ± .160 

ia.937 
± .770
± .835
t .756 
£L.006 
±1.783

10
3811

lOl; tSi
150
176lit

15 129
16 62

Negro 9 0
1 121.0

138.0
Ilji.5
153.5 
156.8 
162.2
159.6

10
±2.836
±U,030
±2.U33
±1.925 
± .268 
± .31*2

11 2
k12

13 12
lit 16
15 20
16 16

M
1 117.0

118.0
139.0
llt2.8
llt9.9
157.8
157.6
161.2

Mired 9
110

11 1
£L.81tlt
±1.685
±1.929
±2.1t80
±3.378

12 13
13 29
lit 37 >115 27
16 20

Indian 9 0
126.0
136.7
139.9
llt8.0
153.0
156.0
160.0

10 1
±1.098
±2.051t
±1.81t6
±2.200
±3.27lt
±3.286

11 3
12 12

1913
26lit
lit15

16 8



Table V
. ;■

■ i.

i.

RACE
White NegroAge Mixed IndianPre-in Post-

Tears Henarchal Menarchal
Pre-

Menarchal
Post-

Henarchal
Pr^

Menarchal
Post-

Menarchal
Pre-

Menarchal
Post

Henartdial
No. XNo. X No. X No. 1 No. 3C X No. rNo. ■ No. X

226 1.30 
235 1.36 , 
286 l.liO

9 1 1.36 
111 l.li2 
38 l.l^? 

182 l.Ui 105 1.51

61i l.lt? 153 I.5I4
.19 l.li5 177 1.56

6 i.li5 131 1.57

h9 1.28
38 1.30 
33 1.36 
36 l.liii 

12 l.aii 
5 l.a8

78 1.28 
71 .I.3I1 
Ii5 1.39 

61 1.U5 

15 1.U6 
6 I.5I1

1 1.32 
1 1.37
1 I.I4I

13 1.52 

29 1.51
37 1.56

27 1.56

20 1.61

li5 1.27 
36 1.39 
U5 1.37 

32 I.U2 

22 1.1»5 
2 1.50

10 1 1.U3
2 l.li7 
li l.a6

13 1.53 
16 1.53 
20 1.57 

16 1.56

1 1.38 
• 3 1.U6 

12 1.!i9 

19 1.53 
25 1.53 

111 1.56 

8 1.58

11

12 1

13 »
111 ■;

15

16 3 1.53 62 1.58

;
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Table VI

Mean Weights in of Fanale School Children by Age, Menarchal Status and Race,
Official Schools, Lourenco Marques (Mozambique) 1961-62 *

/

RACE
White Negro Mixed IndianPre-

Tears Menarchal Menarchal
Pre-

Henarchal
Post-

Menarchal „ Pre-
Menarchal

Post-
Henarchal

Pre- .. Post-
MenarcfaalMenarchalNo. X No. X No. X No. X No. X No. X No. X . LNo. Y

9 226 29.0
10 235 32.8

11 286 35.2
12 182 37.3

13 6h 39.0
lU 19 Uo.o
15 6 liL.3
16 3 I46.7

1 3U.5 
11 37.0 

38 -39.9
105 U6.1 

153 1*5.8 
177 1»8.6
131 50.2 

62 51.2

1*9 26.3 
38 27.9 

33 31.1 
36 35.6 

12 36.1* 
5 h2.2

78 25.8 

71 28^.7 

li5 33.8
61 36.3
15 36.1 

6 1*1*.2

1 35.9
1 31.9

1 1*3.8
13 l*l*.o 

29 U5.1
37 U7.0
27 1*8.6
20 50.7

U5 21*. 7 
36 27.8

1*5 29.8 
32 32.2 
22 31*.6 

2 1*0.1*

■ i
i

1 3l*.0

2 1*2.2 
1* 1*3.6

13 1*5'. 2 
16 1,5.9 
20 50.8 
16 50.8

1 29.7
3 39.0 

12 1*3.5 
19 39.0 
25 1,1*.5 
11* 1*5.0 

8 hh,3

.■ri

'

i

i
‘‘

. r
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6. Hei^t Increment Batlo

With the exception of the Tndj.an males in the ei^t-7ear 

age grotip, -tiie mean hei^t incroaent ratio for the Indian^ White and 

Mixed racial groiqjs showed a general increase between ages 11 and lU 

and a dedLine after that, (lalxLe VH and Figure 20.) The Negro males 

appeared to follow a pattern different from that of other racial 

groups. At most ages they had a lower mean hel^t increment ratio 

than other races axid the peak incronent in Negroes was the lowest of

all races.

7, Increment of Wei^t

Increment of wei^t detOTninations gave unanticipated results

liiich made ihe data difficult to intei^ret meaningfully. A relativeLy

large number of boys in each race groiq) showed lower wdi^ts at the
A '

tine of their second wei^iing than they did at the first. This is 

understandable in li^t of the adolescent "fat-spurt" which heralds 

puberty in some males and which disappears later. Howenrer^ for many 

boys, adolescence is rasik^ by steady wei^t gain. Thus two charac

teristics of scmatic maturation may result in increments of wei^t 

going in diffCTent directions, i.e., negative and positive. Because 

the'result was unanticipated, addiiional data were not availahLe to 

interpret better the positive and negative increments of wei^t in the 

boys in this study. Bierefore, increment of wei^t was not used as a 

measure of maturation.

8. Visual Acuity

The lowest visual acuity in either eye by the Honoyer Scale 

was used to. classify the children (Tables Vm and H). The

\



Table VH

Mean Hei^t Increraent Ratio* Male School Children 
by Age and Race^ Official Schools, Lourenco 

Marques (Mozambique) I96I-63 .1

White Negro ■ Mixed
Hei^t
Bicre-

Hei^t I
Ihcre- '

Number | ment Number
Height i

ment j Number
Hei^t;
Incre
ment Number

Age
ment

8 . I123 .026.029 16 .028 15 ,032 10

9 .027 .030 I 30211 .030 12 .028 26

10 .030 213 .029 .03U 6529 .025 i 38

11 166.032 .020 35 .02a a3 a6I.031

.03812 182 ... 2a.020 .037 ^ 30 .039 32

,oaa 181 .038 I 3a13 .029 28 .036 22

la .oao 186 .03a 22.023 I 19 .037 . 22 ■

15 .026. 166 ;.033 ! 9 .026.027 10 18
f

16 .020 50 .023 3 .017 3 1 .015 8
1!

* H2 - %
where = height 1961-62 and H2 - hei^t 1963

t

1

1
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Table Vin

(Mozambique) 196L-62
s.

tS ,

i. *,
Visual Acuity (Honqyer) "Worst ^e"*

White 9 22? 8 1 - 2
10 2l»5 11 1
11 322 7 -
12 286 It -
13 261 8
11* 191; 9
15 135 5
16 65 5

Negro 9 1*9 -
10 39 - -
11 ^Ii - -
12 JtO 2 -
13 25 - -
11; 21 - >
15 20 - -
16 16 - -

2 1; 1 U
3 1; 1 2
3 U 10 20 
3 8 11 lU
5 9 1; 17
- 5 9 18
3 6 5 6
2 1 5 U

203 90 
222 91 
259 80 
237 83 
IfiL 62 
IW; 71; 
106 79 
la 63

1;5 92 
37 95 
29 85 
32 80 
21 8It 

.16 76 
16 80 
12 75

1
3 5 1;
2 1; 3
1 3 3
3 1 3
- 2 1
- 1; 1

1 1;
2

1
2

1 3
2

1 112
1 5

211
2 3
2 2

112
Mixed 9 79 - -

10 71 2 -
11 li6 - -
12 73 1 -
13 a 1 -
11; • 1;2 3 -
15 27 - -
16 20 - -

1 1 - 2 2
2 12

73 92 
61; 80 
37 80 
63 86 
31; 77
35 83 
21; 89 
11; 70

39 89 
29 76 
14; 92 
la 95
36 88 
23 85 
10 83

7 88

63
1 8
2 71 1 2
2 11 12 11

Indian 9 14; - - _
10 38 1 - 1
111;8 ---
12 1;3 - - -
13 la - - -
lU 27 1 - -
15 12 - - -
16 81 . ..

2 31 1 5
2 I1

1 11 1 1 2
1 1 1

1 1

•visual acuity in "worst eye"
already wearing passes. 

••Oilldpen wearing passes.
as described in tart of children not
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Table 'IX

Visual Acuity of Hale School Children by Race and Age 
Official Schools - Lourenco Marques 

(Mozanibique) 1561-62
i

Mnnnver Scale Acuity in "Worst" ^e*
.3 .u .'5 .6 .7 .8 :r~
No. No. No, Mo. Ho»

X <nV fl) 1.06 i -0 •T’ *2
§ No. No. No.

Race Age %No. No.
1 110 89
1 189 92 ■
1 199 93
1 lli6 87
5 165 90
2 153 85
2 l61j 89 
- 1U5 87

37 73

lU 88 
31 100 
28- 93 
31 91 
20 87 

.27 96 
17 9U 

1 7 78
3 100

- 2 2
- 1 1
3 1 1
U 3 6

18 123 h
9 206 7

10 215 5
11 167 ‘U
12 l8h U

. 13 179 3
lU iSh 6
15 167 U
16 51 5

3White 1112 1 1
- 2 1 2

12
322 1 1 

2 5 1
1

- 5 2
3 1 1
- 7 3
- 3 5

2 U* 151
1 12 U
1

118 16 -
9 11 -

10 30 1
11 3h -
12 23 -

Negro
1 111 21

12813 1
lU 18 1
15 9
16 3

15 100 
25 83 
I4I 87 
30 91
15 75 
19 90 
19 95 
8 89 
3 75

8 15Mixed 1 2130 19 121 1110 U7 -
11 33 -
12 20 1 
13 21 1
lU 20 -
15 9 -
16 U 1

11 1
1 3

1
1
1

12 100 
26 100 
3U 9l»

- U2 95
29 91

1 3D. 89
20 91

- lU 78
7 88

8 12Indian
269 1110 36 -

u UU -
12 32 -
13 35 2
lU 22 -
15 18 -
16 8 -

31
2

1
11
2
1

described in text, children not already•Visual acuity in "worst eye" as 
wearing passes.

**Chlldren wearing passes.
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children were grot^)^ ty race and age for each 

striMng or consistent differences da the percentage of race-age 

snbgroi5)s with normal (1,0) visual acuity, There was, however, a 

difference ia seses, hith only one erection, males in aiT race 

age groups had hi^er percentages with normal visual acuity than did 

females.

ses, There were no

The emission fhom testing of children already wearing glasses 

makes it iii5)ossihLe to determine rates for different levels of visual 

acuity, ilthou^ the number of these cMldren was not large and thoT 

wer'e scattered rather evenly throu^out the age, ses and race sub- 

groups, thoy did, ia White children, constitute a relatxvely large 

proportion of children with abnormal visual acuity.

9. Consecutive Detennination of Visual Acuity (Males)

In Table X are shown two visual acuity determinations t-ny-en 

a year apart for 2176 males. Approshnately two per cent converted 

from normal to abnormal during this period. Of the apprcodmately nine 

per cent abnormal on first testing, one per cent converted to normal, 

one per cent showed Irgjrovement but were still abnormal, two and a half 

per cent remained unchanged in their abnormality, and about four per 

cent were worse. The category "missing" refers to children not ex

amined a second time.

10, Attendance at ^ COJnic

Table n shows the percentage of females and males, by-visual 

acuity groi^ ("worst" eye) referred to the eye clinic and subsequently 

visiting the eye clinic. All children who were wearing glasses at the
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Table I

Visnal Acaily on Two Conseeative Anmml Dstennina- 
tions, Male School Children, Official Schools, 

Lonrenco Marques (Mozambique)
19a-63

Hjst Visual
Acui-ty

Second Visual 
Acuity

Mumber %
1760 81.6Moimal

Normal Abnormal
Missing

111 1.9
17U 8.1

Normal 22 1.0

(Better 23 (1.2?) 
(Same 53 (2.5?) 
(Worse 83 (3.8?)

. .ri’p-* • Atooimal Abnormal 161 7.2
V

Missing 18 .2

Total 2176 100

r-

r

s
1

fi)
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T^e H

Hnmber of SchocA C3iildren Referred* to ^e Clinic Actually 
Attending ^e Clinic (by Seat and Visual Acuity) 

Official Schools, lourenco Harques 
(Mozambique) 1961-62

Visual Acuity 
of Poorest ^e 
on Referral

Seen at Clinic 
Female Hale

Hot Seen at Clinic 
Female Male

103 {^$%) 52 (82^)
53 (72^) 22 (51^)
U7 (U3%) 15 (35^)
2h (36%) 37 (39%)

83 (W) 11 (17^) 
20 (27^) 21 (W) 
62 (56^) 27 (6W) 
hZ (63%) 57 (60^)

.0.9

0.8
1

0.7 and 0.6 
0.5 or less

!

!

'’’Does not include children vearing glasses at time of visual 
acuity eocamination.

i

■;

f

itime of visual acuity testing were not tested but referred directly to 

the eye clinic. About 85 per cent of girls and 15 per cent of boys in 

this category subsequently attended eye clinic. However, th^ are not 

included in these tabulations because th^ could not be daasified by 

visual acuity at the time of screening examination.

Approximately half of the children (Table XL) referred actually 

visited the dlinic for diagnostic studies. Males and females ihose 

loss of visual acuity was of lesser degree visited the eye clinic less 

frequently than those with losses measured at 0.7 (Honoyer) or worse. 

However, differences between sexes in the 0.9 and 0.8 visual acuity 

groups ^were marked and not readily eoqolainable. .approximately half or 

more of the referred 'Hhite, Mixed and Indian children of both sexes 

attended clinic ihile only one-third of Negro bpys and girls did so.

;■

t

I
t
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Attendance ratio for males of all races was sli^tly hi^er than that
»

for females.
i!':

\ 11. Confirmation of Screening Evalnation

In (Cable XU children of both sexes aho received refractions 

are grouped according to their visual acuiiy on screening and their 

diagnosis as normal or abnormal after refraction. &a would be expect

ed, children with low levels of visual acuity on screening had the 

hipest percentage Judged abnormal after refraction. It is worth 

noidng, however, that 11 of the 86 children in the 0.9 visual acuity 

group at screening subsequently were Judged to have a refractive 

meriting correction.

Numbers were too small to determine idiether there were differ

ent patterns in the, four racial grovqjs.

\

V"

\. ^1
if' r •

errra* I;!

t;

Table XU

Number of School Children*.Attending j^e and
Diagnosed as Having Errors of Reftaotion (by Sex 

and Visual Acuity), Official Schools, 
Lourenco Harques, (Mozambique) 1961-62

I;

y

Visual Acuity 
of Poorest E7« 
on Referral

Evaluation after Refraction i;:
Normal Abnormal 1

Female Hale Female Hale
fiO,72 (86^) 

3 (13^)
11* im) 
0 ( 056)

0.9 h (3656) 
8 (38^) 
7 {2$%) 
1 ( 2%)

11 (13?) 7 (6356) 
17 (85?) 13 (61?) 
1*8 (77?) 20 (7W) 
1*2 (100?) 56.(98?)

0.8
S'

0.7 and 0.6 
0.5 or less

I

*Doe3 not include children wearing glasses at time of 
visual acuity examination.

;!

■i

V

4
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12. Befrac&ve Diagnosis

Children wearing glasses at the time of -visual aeui-ty sciraen- 

ing and sent direo-fcly -to -liie clinic -Hithout a -test of -visual acui-ty 

were r^rac-bed as were children wi-th low -visual acui-|y who attended 

-the eye clinic. These -two groups are combined in Tables Zm and 

and -the -to-tal numbers, -therefore, in -these tables are greater than

those in Tables U and HI.

As shown in Tables ZTEI and ZIV, children were grouped by age 

and race (separately for both seres) according to -the diagnosis made 

by -the (qihthal.TTiol ogist after refraction. Because of -the small number 

in -the subgroigjs, only -two age groiq)S were tised, 9-12 and 13-16 years. 

In Whi-te children of both sexes hypermetropia predomina-ted in younger ' 

diildren and myopia in older. Total number of children -wi-th refrao- 

-tive errors was approximately equal in -the younger and older age groiqjs. 

Thft same r^ationships were noted also in TnH-t nn children, but numbers 

of observa-tions were small. In both Negro and Hixed race groups -to-tal 

ntmibers of refractive errors -were greater in blder -than in younger 

children and hyperme-tropia -was more common -than myopia in both age 

groups. These relationships were more pronounced in females -than males 

and especially s-triMng in Negro females.

Because not all children referred to -Uie clinic actually at- 

teiaded, it is difficult to de-teamine a reliable denominator from -which 

rates of -various refrac-tive errors can be calcula-ted for different 

racial groups. One can not assume -that the refractive diagnoses, of 

-the group not at-tending would be -the same as that of -the group attend

ing, even if classified by screening visual acuity status.

i

i
!
!
i

S

i
f.

I
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•Table mr

Refractive Diagnosis by Race and Age, Fanale School 
Children, Official SchooLs, lourenco Hanjuee 

(Mozanibique) 1961-62
i

’.■Jhite Negro
9-12 13-16 9-12 13-16
yrs. yra. yrs.

. Mixed Indian
9-12 13-16 9-12 13-16yrs. yra. yra. yrs.

\ Diagnosis
yrs.

Ifyopia 17
I^yper-
raetropia U5

Mixed As
tigmatism 1

Other*

33 1 60 1 3 1

23 1» 10 6 8 ? 1

1 1

It 5 1 1

r

4

Table xina

Refractive Diagnosis by Race and Age, Male School 
Children, Official Schools, Lourenco Marques 

(Mozambique) 1961-62

White Negro
9-12 13-16 9-12 13-16 
yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs.

Mixed
9-12 13-16
yrs. yrs.

Indian
9-12 13-16 
yrs. yrs.

Diagnosis

Jtyopla
^rper- 
raetropia 32 lit

Hired As
tigmatism

Other*

11 29 2 h0 2 1 2

2 2 6 5 1

1 3 . 2 1

*Blepharitia, conjunctivitis, 
and epicanthal folds. comeal scar, strabismus, optic atrophy



*
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Table JJ7

Degree of R^ctive E^op by Diagnosis, Race and Age of Female SehitiL 
Official Schools, Lourenco M^nes (Mozambique) 1961-62 Childr^,

RACE V'Age White Negro Mired]Amt. of Indianin ^ ... Amt. ofMyopia tgrpermetropia. Amt. of„ . - ^ Amt. of
Myopia Hypermetropla. ^t.of

r^opia
* -*w

Tears I^yp^ef?ropia
* # m «■ a* * m if m * •»* # m

9 0 0
10 2 0
n 5 2
12 Ij li
13 7 U
lU 5 5
15 U 2
16 'u 2

7 2 0 0 
0 0

0 0 0 0 
0 0

1 0 0 0 
1 0

1 1 
0 0 
2 0

15 1 0 0 3 0
11 1 ■ 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

8 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0

3 1 11 0 
0 1 
2 0

1 0 0 0 
0 2 
2 0

0 0 
0 0 
0 0

6 1 6 0 2 0
5 1 2 0 3 0
6 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0

* -.10 D to - 2.9 D ff * .10 D to + 2.9 D 
+ 3 D and over-3 D and over ffff

!
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B.. JiSSOciatloQS.

1, Wei^t and Visual Acul-ty

• a. Females. Heists and wei^ts were tabulated separately 

for females according to t^ Monoyer vision test. At school screen

ing the means by age and race for these two groups^ noimal and ab

normal, are shoun in Table XV and'l^gures 21, 22, 23 and 2U. Only in 

the Hhite females were numbers large enou^ so that differences in 

means of weight and hei^t for girls of a given age with_ normal and 

abnormal vision could be tested for statistical significance. Only 

in 15 year old White girls were mean heists and wei^ts significantly 

different in the normal and abnormal-visual acuity grot^js at the .03 

level or better. •v

b. Males. H^^ts and wei^ts were tabulated separately for 

males according to results of the Homier vision test. The means hy 

age and race for these groins are shown in Table X7I and Figures 23, 

26, 27 and 28. Only in White males were numbers large enou^ for 

statistical testing. Of the numerous subgrougis only 12 year old White 

beys showed a difference at the .03 level in mean wei^ts of males 

with normal and abnormal visual acuity.

2. Hei^t Increment Ratio (Hales) and Visual Acuity

As shown in Table XVEE, hei^t Increment ratios were determined 

by race and age for males having normal visual acuity and for males 

having ahnormal visual acuity. Numbers in Jion-White race-age subgroups' 

were too small for further analysis. Hei^t incraaenb ratios for White 

males with normal and abnormal visual acuity are displayed in



i
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Table 17

Mean Weight and Hei^t of Fonaleo with TfoniuQ. and Abnormal Visual Acuitv by Baca and Aee • 
Official Schools - Lourenco Marquee (Moaambique) 1961-i2

No. Weigbed ^

a

S,D. Mea^ Hei^tNo. Neesmredfrom MeanRace Age
N. Ab. N. Ab. N. Ab. N. Ab. N. Ab;N. Ab.

Whites 9 198 2h
10 222 27
11 258 6h
12 233 1*9
13 155 55
11* 133 1*9
15 97 28 -U7.6 1,8,7 ̂
16. 37 21

28.729.3 5.71* 1,.90
6.20 6.07
6.90 6.58
7.90 7.52
6.90 7.70 
6.00 7.00
5.90 6.79
5.50 5.07

202 21*
222 27
259 65
237 50
161 56
11*1* 52
106 31

1*1 21*

1.30 1.30 .07 .07-
1.37 1.36 . .07 .07
1.1*0 l.Uo 
1.1*6 1.1,8
1.51 1.50
1.55 1.53
1.56 1.57
1.58 1.57

1.28 1.31*
1.30 1.29
1.37 1.32
1.1*2 1.1,5
1.1*8 1.1,7
1.52 1.U9 
1.56 1.60 
1.56 1.60

32.9 32.0
35.2 35.2 .07 .07la.i*39.3 -.07 . 07:1*3.0 a3.2 .06 .071*5.7 1*5.8 .06 . .07 'i.06 .061*8.1 1*9.6 .06 .05

Negroes 9 1*1* 1* 26.0 27.3 3.00 a.27
3.1*0 2.00 
5.60 1,.60 
5.80 7.15

1*1* 1* .05 .05 
.07 ■ .06 
.06 , .08 
.06 .07 
.07 , .10 
.05 .05 
.01* .07 
.06 .06

10 37 27.82 26.0 37 211 , 29
12 . 32

6 28.732.0 6298 37.3 37.9 832
13 21 1* 1*0.7

5 1*1*.7
1* 1*8.3

1*2.3 6.30 9.1*1* 1*21
11* 16
15 11*

1*1*.8 5.00 2.11* 
5.1*0 5.72
5.30 a.15

16 5
a8.3 16 h16 hn a9.o 50.5 u12

■' .

t
t

!
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Table T7 (continued)

• ^
No. Weigjbed S.D. No, Measured S.D.

from Mean
e^ Hej^t

from MqaPRace Age
N. Ab. N. Ab. N. Ab. N. Ab. N. Ab. N. Ab.

■i‘ Mixed 6 25.9 22.79 71
10 6U
11 37
12 63
13 33 
lU 35 
15 21, 
16 13

U.07 , 3.25 
U.oo 6.50 
7.00 9.1,0

6 1.28 1.21, 
1.33 1.37

, 1.38 i.ao 
1.1,6 1.1,8 
1.U9 1.51.
1.55 .1.56
1.56 1.55 
1.61 1.60

73 .07 .06 
.06 .06 
.08 .05 
.07 .06 
.06 .06

8 27.8 6U32.9 8 ; )
37.69 32.7 37 9n 37.5 6.6137.3 7.08 63 11

5 1,0.7 1*2.5 8.20 6.25
6.80 6.33

31, 10
1,5.1, 1,7.07 35 8 .05 .01,.ue.o 1,9.73 5.07 6.80 21, .05 .01 . 

.01, .01*
3

6 U8.8 5L.7 1,.90 5.90 11, 6

Indian 9 36
10 ' 28

6 25.3 1*.20 2.63
5.0I, 8.53
5.32, 3.56
7.20 11.59 
7.60 5.62 
6.80
6.75 10.50
3.76 0.00

23.3 639 1.27 1.26 .07
1.3U 1.31
1.37 1.36
1.1,1, 1.1,7
i.a8 1.50 
1.53 1.53
1.57 1.55

. 1.57 1.62
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13 36
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Ho. Weighed S.D."ImSf* 33Ho. Measured HiRace Age HeightMean ftroafteaaea.
H. Ab. H. Ab. H. Ab. H. Ab. H, Ab. H. Ab.

Hhltes 8 109 28.2 27.6 
3L.7 ;
3h.5 33.1 
36.i» BU.h 
h2.6 39.6 
U6.0 U7.6 
51.7 5U.3 
56.6 56.7 
57.5 55.1

9 h.crr 5.75 109
5.19 li.6lt 187
6.23 li.73 198
6.60 7.21 Uj5
9.00 U.62 165
8.80 7.37 152
9.7U 9.90 163
9.11» 9.30 UA
7.80 8.1|2

1.31 . .071889 18 32.1 19 1.36 1.37
l.liO 1.38 
l.li3 l.Ul 
1.50 1.1*9 
1.55 1.56 
1.61 1.62 
1.6r 1.67
1.69 1.69

.06 ,0$

.07 .06

•S -Sf.08 .07
.08 .06 I
.08 .08

10 198 14 1414611 19 1912 1< 17 17 y13 2611 2614 K 21 2215 144 21 721 .08 .0616 37 13 37 13 .07 '•.07
Negroes 8 13 26.5 29.02 3.00 8.00 14 2 1.28 1.30 .04 . .10

.06 -
9 11 28.40 4.20 11 0 1.332810 1 28.8 32.0 4.72 0.00

8.07 3.85
5.80 10.30 
6.58 0;00 

11.08 3.50 
t.51 6.00

28 1.34 1.45 
1.40 1.47 
1.44 1.47 
1.52 1.42 
1.60 1.46 
1.63 1.56

1 .07 .0011 31 3 33.3 36.6
34.1 40.5 31 3 .08 .03 

.06 .03 

.07 .00 

.06 .03

12 420 '42013 27 41.11 33.0 27. 114 17 49.6 32.5
54.4 48.0

2 17 215 7 2 7 2 .06 .07 I -16 3 50.60 4.64 3 1.630 .06
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.07259 5 28.U 27.8
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Ij.80 3.U8 25 5 .06 .03 
.07 .09 
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59 610 5.13 5.08 59 6
10.11 2 30.7 5.52 6.0032.0 Uo 2

. 12 30 36.00 5.83 1.1j730 0 ,08
1513 6 38.6 lj2.l 

U8.9 U7.0
U9.8 ^.5 
6U.3 - -

8i6l 5.72 15 6 1.U9 1.53 .08 .08 
1.60 1.62 .08 .02 
1.60 1.68 .08 ,(31

. I
I 11* 19 2 8.33 3.00 19 2

15 8 2 8,26 2.50 8 2
16 ' 23 0 2.62 1.750 .03

8Tndifln 21*. 012 0 2.61 1.28 
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7

Mean IncrCTemt Ratio* of Male School CSilldren
by Visual Acuity, Rac^ Old Age. Official Schools, 

Lourenco Masques (Mosarabique) 1961-62

"I

Momal Visui^ Acuity Abnormal Vianal Acuity».«, ii”
S.D, S.D.

'^ttean
Its.

8Mbits .02Uno 032 .016 .01913
1899 .027 .025
199 .030 .028

.033 .037

.038 .023

.0l|6 .027

.QUO .02lj

.025 .020
.017 .013

.02lt22 .02310 11* .023 .018

.023 .019

.033 .033

.03li .020

.01<1 .033

1U611 20
12 165 17

15313 28
lit 161( 22
15 11*5 21 .029 .020
16 37 13 ,029 .025

8Negro 11» ,02& .020 
.030 .m5

r2 .030 .000
.000 .000 -
.01*0 .000

9 n 1
2810 .029 .017 1n 31 U.020 .017

.022 .016
. .029 .G16

.009 
.027 .02?
.023 .C12

.017 .011
12 20 k .010 .012

.030 .000
.015 .005
.055 .015

13 27- 1
lU .021*17 2
15 ■ 7 2
16 3 0

8Mixed 15 .028 .016
.029 .028
.031* .025
.021* .012
.037 .029
.030 .016
.031* .016
.031 .016
.017 .012

0
259 5 .036 .050 

.038 .026 

.00.5 .015

.050 .033 

.033 .029 

.010 .010

5910 6
1*1n 2

12 30 . 0
15-13 7

11* 19 3
15 - 8 2
16 3 0

Indian 8 10 .032 ,028
.028 .017
.021* .019

0
269 0
31*10 1* .035 .026 

.038 .015 

.033 .Ola
1*2n .030 .015 1*

12 .01*0 .026
.01*0 .026 .
.037 .Oil*

11* . '.028„ .016
.013 .008

29 3
13 31 3 .017 .012
11* 20 .01*0 ;020

.018 .025
2

15 h
16 .7 1 .030 .000

* H2 - Hi
.“Hi

Hi - hei^t 1961-62 Hg - hei^t 1963

^' •
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Figopes 29 and 30. It tdll be seen that in every age vp to lit# males 

‘Hlth normal visual acnl-fy had greater hei^t increment ratio than did 

those with abnormal visual acuity. After age lU this r^tlonship was 

reversed. Viewed longitudinally, it appears that males with normal 

visual acuity antedate males with abnormal visual acuity in their 

hei^t spurt. The mean hei^t increment ratios for 'Hhlte males with 

normal and abnormal visual acuity differed at a significance level of 

,01 at ages 8 and 13 years and at a level of ,05 at age 11 years. At 

all other ages, p > .05.

In^this analysis, it must be noted that children wearing 

^Lasses at the time visual acuity was determined were placed in the 

abnormal group. iSms, the entire tlhite male population is represented 

in these tabulations.

r-

u

3. Visual Acuity and Hei^t Increment

The relationship of hei^t increment eind changes in visual 

acuity (Table ZVHI) for boys was oqn^)ared over all ages and races 

using the median test. The resulting chi-square value of 0.099 is 

extremely low and indicates that hel^t increment and changes in vis

ual acuity over a one-year period are not rented.

V

1;. Menarche aM Visual Acuity

The population of tthite girls was divided into those with 

normal and with abnormal visual acuity, Ih each vision group, the 

members who were postMnenarchaL were anranged both ty chronological' 

age and ty menarchal age. Three menarchal age groups were consideredt

I
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"Table mil

Hale School Children, Official Schools, 
Loiirenco H^ues (Mozambique) 19(51-63

i'

Visual AcuHy on First and Second Determinations
Normal 1st
Normal 2nd Abnormal lat

Abnormal 2nd
Normal 1st

. Abnormal 2nd
Below, or Equal to 
the Median Hei^t 
Increment 866 67 16

Above the Median 
Hei^t Increment 822 61 15

• “ .099 df - 2 X 1 » 2
X2 o is not significant

:

t

t

i

i

t

L
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MLy (9-11), Middle (12-13) and Late (llt-l6). The percentage of 

girls In each menareViaT group was determined separately for each 

vision group (Table HX). These were:

,! s
Im
IAbnormal. VisionHoruial Vision

36.0^ -36.7^Early•<r I
$^.2%$9,2%mddLe a

8.7?U.6?Late

Bie pre-menaurchal girls wi'Ui normal and abnormal vision veve 

■ttien placed on the basis of chronological age in early, middle, and 

late w»n-tnTring groups according to the above distributions. For ex

ample: There were 669 pre-menaichal girls 9 to U years old with 

vision. It was assumed that their future experience re. 

TnonAr/>yiAi. would follow that of the girls idio already had menstru

ated. Therefore, 36.7-per cent of than were considered to be earlyj 

59.2 per cent middle; and U.6 per cent late. Of the 226 pre-menarchal 

girls 12-13 with normal vision it was assumed that 92.8 per cent would 

mens-feruate between 12 and 13 and 7.2 per cent from lit to 16. These 

percentages also were derived from the foregoing distribution. How

ever, because girls 12-13 obviously could not be counted in the "early" 

group, they were divided in the same proportion as the middle and late 

groups of post-menarchal girls, e.g., 59.2/63.8 ■ 92.8 per cent and 

U.6/63.8 - 7,2 per cent. All of the pre-menarchal girls lU-l6 were 

Inr-Tud^ in the late maturing group. These tabulations are displayBd 

in Tables ZX and XXa.

As is shown in Table XX, the estimated and the real numbers of 

g^T■^n in each menaiohal group were compared for normal and abnormal

S
V';

I
i
51

i
X

s
i i

:<■

li\

I
i-

!
I'

;

i

-5

i
} -V-
I
i

55;
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Tabl e HX

Per cent of Menstruating Female School Children with Normal 
and Abnormal Visual Acuity by Agei Race and Age of Hoiarche, 

Official Schools, Lourenco Marques (Mozambique) 1961-62

Abnormal Visual 
Acuity

Age of (taset 
Race of Menarche

■ Normal Visual 
Acuity

%% No.No.
.59-^

10 - loJ-l
11 -11^
12 - I2JI
13 - 13^ 
lU -
1? - 15^^
16 - I6ll

10 - loll
11 - nil
12 - 1211 
13-1^ 
11* -11*11 
15-15^ , 
16 - 1611

10 - lOfU 
n - nn
12 - 12I1
13 -1^1 
lU - ifi-i 15-1^ 
16 -1^

1.1* 17White
6.28.2la 11

28.25026. U132
27.6h936.818U
28.25022.2m

lU 7.9U.O20
.U 12

0.2 01
i

03.5 02Negro
00■ 1.7 

10.5 
25.0

1
5.86 1

35.2611*
29.It535.020
17.6312 21.0
5.811.71
000 0

V 1.8 3.712Mixed
3.71.91
7.1*ll*.l 215

29.6831.133
25.9730.132
18.5516 15.0 .

U.7 3.75 1
3.71.91

9- ^ 

- -aP-
0000Indian

2.8 00210
26.6h11* 20.2n

12 - I2II
13 - I3P

20.0
U6.6

1*2,0 329
16- 723.1

8,66 0 011*
1.1* 015 01

16 - 1611 000 0

T'
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Table XX

Estimated (M.E. )* and Actual (M) Menarch^ Age 
of School Children, Official Schools, 
Lourenco Marques (Mozambique) 1961-62

.5
i

Normal Visual Acuity
Age of- Henarehe TotalAge at 

Observation
i\ 1556951 12-13 £M. M. E.M. M.E.M. M.E.M. M.E.

- (31) 52 (669)

(16) 188 (226)

23 (26) 267 ( 26)

(396)52 (252)9-11

105 (210)8312-13 .'
I?

55Ui+ 190

I ,

Table XXa
r';1

Abnormal Visual A cully
Age of MenarcheAge at 

Observation
Total

15-1612-139-11
M. M.E. H. M.E, M. M.-E. M. M.E,

( 6) 10 (70)(39)10 (25)9-11

- ( 2) 65 (18)

15 (2) 100 ( 2)

35 (16)30.12-13

6515+ 20 3;;

:!r

t;

*Note: These numbers do NOT r^resent observations but are estimates 
based on assuaqjtions stated in text.

k,'

ii

mi.. ^........ .... .........
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Table IZ a

Visual Acuity by Bypothetical Menarchal Age, 
School Children, Official Schools, 

Lourenco Marques (Mozambique) 1961-62

•i
* -i

I. Under 12 years of age at obsenration

Menarchal Status
•' I

LateMiddleEarly
. J

iNonaalAcullgr 28U
Abnormal 
Acuity _39

396 31 711
o 2.U718, df - 2 

nzh X^o) i .30806JE
U35 37 791319

n. 12-13 years of age at obsei^tion
Menarchal Status

Middle LateEarly
Nonsal
Acuity

■ Abnormal 
Acuity

515 16 IjlU83 - 11.87636, df-2
P(X2^X\) <.01

50 2 83
3^ 18 U97

31
: V Hi*

m. Over lU years- of age at observation
Menarchal Status

MdcDLo LateEarly
Normal
Acuity
Abnormal
Acuity

h6 293190 X2 - .11081, df-2
PCX^^X^o) *■ .95JJ

255 63
10220 iJ
3957U !

■“NOTEi These numbers do HOT represent observations but are 
estimates based on assumptions stated in text.

/
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visual acmily in liiree chronological age groups, Chi square tests of 

significance were perfozmed. In the chronological age grotg) 12 to 13« 

the difference in distribution of girls .uith normal and abnormal visual 

acuilgr into -ttie three menarchal groB^js was significant at 4. .d. In 

ihe other two age groups, no significant differences trere observed 

betseen menarchal status of girls vith normal and abnormal vision.

It is laqpossible to interpret the foregoing observations be

cause of the lnvalidii7 of the assuii^>tion, that pre-menarehal girls 

(as defir^ in this study) wLLL follow the menarchal age experience of 

post-menarchal girls (as defined in this study). A test of statis

tical significance under circumstance no meaning.

Another and more valid tabulation of data was made using onlr 

post-menarchal girls in the 12-13 age groiqp at time of observation,

" The number of girls with normal vision who had m'enarche before 12 and 

after 12 was not statistically different (chi square test) from that 

in the corresponding girls with abnormal vision.

It must be concluded that no meaningful association was shown 

between menarchal age and visual acuity.

5. Association of KSyopia and Hel^t in Girls by Age, Menarchal 
Status and Race

As described in Section IH of Methods (page 37 ), hei^t 

wei#it values for each myopic girl were iGaced in relation to smoothed 

curves representing mean hei^t and wei^t values for pre- and post- 

menarchal girls (Figures 3I and 32) and for these groups ccmibined 

(Figures 33 and 3U).
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The values used In the above figures are shonn in Tables V,

VI, and nua.

It is apiparent that there uas no significant difference bettreen 

the< pre- and post-menarchal groups of iqyopie and non-e^sroplc girls in 

respect to hei^t and wei^t. It would seem, 'then, that was

not rested to hei^t or wei^t when menarohal status was taken into '* 

account* Mien menarchal status was disregarded (Table ZHa) there 

still appeared to be no relation between syppia and mean he£^t and 

wei^t.

A similar process was omitted for the non-^ihites because of 

the small numbers of individuals in the non-White categoty. If one 

haul sufficient observations for the non-White myopic individuals, a 

similar atnalysls could be made* (See Addendum, page 132.)

6* ^jrppia and Menarchal Age

The distribution of aige at menarche of 35 White girls with 

nyppia wais coopared with that of the remaining 67lt White girls as 

follows:

Menarchal Age Hon-4feropic Myopic

0 - 
1(3^) 
5 (111*356) 
13 (37.1^) 
11 (31.W) 
5 (IU.3?)

,y*

8 (1*7^) 
52 (7.5^) 
182 (26.2^) 
233 (33.5^) 
I6l (22*U56) 
3U ( 6*1^) 
3 ( 1.2^) 
1 ( 0,9%)

9
10
n
12
13
11:
15 0
16 0

Nothing in this tabulation gives evidexu$e to sipp6i*t ah asso- 

dation between uyopla amd early menarche*'' The per cent postHnenasrchal
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Table XXI

Average Deviations and Standard Deviations of l^yopic 
White Qirls from Curve Talues of Hel^t and Wei^t

Official Schools,

:■

by Menarchal Status.
Lourenco Marques (Mozambique) 19o2

Hel^t

Pre-MenarchalPost-Menarchal
<?

Average
Deviation + .00h6* .COl

standard
Deviation .O6I1O.062U

Weight

Average
Deviation 1.067.323

Standard
Deviation 8.167.U7

Table XXI a

Average Deviations and Staixlard Deviations of Myopic 
White Girls from Curve Values of Height and Weight. 

Official Schools, Lourenco Marques 
(Mozambique) 1962

WeightHeight

+2.i9h.CQ-6Average Deviation
8.08.06PhStandard Deviation

•t

V
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at given ages was eonipared for nyoplc and nan<47x^lc girls. Qie ez« 

pected amber pre- and post-menarchal girls was determined for each 

age and race. Erpeoted valnes were based on the total amber of girls 

fdiether nipple or notj within each race and age groap. Qie expected 

amber of pre- and post-oenarchal ayoplcs and the oniber actually 

observed were summed for all ages and races. A chi square test was 

performed giving a value of .85 (p “ .35)* indicating no significant 

difference between the observed and ejected values. It can then be 

inferred on the basis of this test that there is no relationship be

tween the inddence of myopia and menas^ihal status.

?■-

7. Hel^t Growth Increment Ratio, I^^opio Hales

Hei^t growth increment ratlo^was calculated for each boy by 

dividing the two measurements of hel^t taken in successive years by 

the hei^t taken at the first year, i.e., , Means of hei^t

s

V
gswwth Incraaent ratios were eonputed for beys with normal vision, 

abnormal vision and ryopia in each age interval. In only the Mhite 

race group were numbers adequate for analysis. The means for tthlte 

bpys were plotted as shown in Figure 29 and Table XVII. Althou^ the 

values for nyopics are based on small numbers (total number Wilte 

males ■> 1(2), the mean hel^t increment ratios of myopic children ex

ceed those of children with normal vismtl acuity up to 15 years of 

age. Males with abnormal visual acuity, as previously noted, appear 

to have a later peak of hel^t increment than either of the other E

groips.

I
fi
r
Ji
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»
The small nnmbers of observations dn the vQrppic subgroups by 

age (e.g., the apparent peak betseen 10 and 11 years is based on only 

one observation) do not permit conclusions about differences of mean 

hei^t inwCTent ratio nor are they adequate for statistical anal^es 

of iiiese differences.

i
i



V. PISCUSSIOH

A, Idjnitations of Study

1, Size of Study Population

Initially, it seemed that the number of children observed 

(U831) eould be more than adequate to test the hypotheses of this 

-thesis. In retrospect, this -was a naive asbunrption and vaa based on 

a b^ef -that adequacy of subject numbers vas an absolute quan-ti-ty 

ra-ther than a relative quan-bity dependent on the questions being asked. 

For purposes of this study it seemed essen-bial -that -the study group be 

sub-divided by sex (2), race (U) and age (8 for female and 9 for male) 

since all of -these variables had been demom-brated or suggested by 

o-ther observers to be associated -Hi-th measures of somatic growth, age 

of maturation and, possibly, -wi-bh attributes of vision. Bms, -bhere • 

-were 68 basic subgroups. 'When, then, the dis-tribu-bion of a particnlar 

-rariable, e.g,, hei^t, -wei^t, visual acuity, e-tc., was determined by 

-these subgrocps, additional sub-categories were formed. !nie problem 

of email numbers was con^pounded hy -the fact that attributes such as 

normal and abnormal -visual acuity were unequally distributed in the 

group -;>^e number with abnormal vision being much smaller than that 

with normal^vl8ion., Thus, it became apparent readily that ccepromiaes 

must be made in order -bo obtain meaningful analyses of the data. In

Instances sub^oups could be combined, as -was true in the instance , 

of -visual acuity'where, arbitrarily, children with 1.0 (Monoyer) in 

each eye were considered normal and all others, abnormal. Such com

promises, of course, sacrificed precision and may have obscured

some

99
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meaoingfol rdatioostalps* fhe alteraatlTOj hotrever^ tias to maintain

the itibgroaps and be faced alth ^eh had small or absent
\

numbers. Combinations of sttogromps were deemed unjustified in maiy 

instances^ because knowledge provided other observers indicated 

that these subgroups (e.g,, age,'sea:,\^^e) were critical to the
■'A.

probLem being investigated. ilHiou^ disregard of these variables 

would have enabled larger numbers to be available for' analysis, the 

results would have been difficult to interpret. For enrample, at the 

critical period of adolescent somatic ^owth, it was deemed unwise to 

groip children by age groups 'Such as: (9, 10 and ll)j (12 and 13)} 

(U;, 15 and 16). V-I’

2. Distribution 'by Age and Race

!Ihe numbers of children in the older age groups (above U;) 

available for study were considerably less than those in younger age 

grotps. Biese small numbers in older age groups were a consequence of 

early dlscontinuntlon of school which in most cases was dictated by 

economic reasons. Also, distribution of children by race was quite 

unequal. For esanple, originally, five racial groups were identified, 

but one of these, the Chinese, had only 57 menhers and was eliminated 

from the study pppcilation. Of the remaining, ^Jhite children were by 

far the most numerous (3195), the other races having the icdloidng 

distribution: Hegro, 1:20} Hixed, 61:8} and Indian, 50l:. Ihe race of 

seven children ■was not recorded. Since the study population rqare- 

sented the entire official school enrollment, this unequal distribution 

was not a pirablem of sanpling nor could it be solved in aiy way except

V
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by bringing into the study school age diildren attending rudimentaiy 

schools. This latter category contained rather laj^ge numbers in the 

ncai-^White race ^oiqjs.

ihg small numbers in older tdiildren prevented, or wide diffi

cult, interpretations of late adolescent or post-adolescent changes 

in vision that ni^t have been present. 3he smail numbers of childrai 

in certain racial groups made it more difficult to make analyses of 

^55 somatic grouth patterns by race and of attributes of vision by race.

3. Eepresentativeness of the Study Grotp

The study group is representative only of children attending 

the official schools of Lourenco Marques, Mozambique. As mentioned

above, not all Lourenco Marques children in the different age and 

race categories studied attended the official schools. A few,

usually of the White tpper socio-economic groiqjs, attended private

schools while the remainder, usually non-White lower socio-econcanic

groiqjs, attended rudimentary schools. Personal knowledge of ihe author 

would suggest that the group attending and not attending official

(government) schods nd^t differ, perhaps markedly, in a number of 

variables including nutritional status and level of maturation by 

chronological age. If these attributes are in any way associated 

with vision, then the non-attenders of official schools mi^t also 

vary in vision characteristics.

All children In the study, eoteept those wearing glasses, re

ceived a visual acuity test by Honoyer at school. Of this group, 

ihose wiUi vision less than 1,0 in each eye were referred to Ihe eye
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for further study. Hot all referred children, as was reported 

here, attended the eye clinic. Hhile it Has possible to determine'- 

t&ether -those children attending and those not attending differed in 

a-btribu-tes such as race, age, sex, and Tisual acuiiy on screening 

examlna-tion, it -sas not considered-justifiable -to make inferences 

about the probeible refractive status of non-attei^ding children since 

refractive s-tatus nas not direc-tly associated Hi-th the foregoing at- 

-trlbutes, including Moncyer visual acuity.

U. “Cross-sectional" Hature of Study

IMs^study has the limi-tations associated with any cross- 

sectional study of growth and deveLcqnnent, jChe time allotted -to data" 

collection did not permit any other kind} but it is recognized -that if 

r^a-bionships be-tween . soma-tic growth and changes in -visual acui-ty and 

refraction exist, -they would have -the grea-test chance of being detected 

in a longit-udinal rather than across-seo-td-on study.V

Wei^t Incronent

As mentioned earlier in -this thesis, an tmforeseen finding was 

-iiiat of vei^t incrouents with a negative -value. In re-trospect, -this 

should have been predic-ted and addi-tional data collected on boys so 

•that characteristics of the group with weight loss might be identified. 

As -was explained previously, -the coexistence of -wei^t gain and loss 

required -that bpys -with each be -ferea-ted separately (in -jdiich ins-tance 

the numbers of boys with wei^t loss were not large enou^ -to permit 

nnniynie by -the -various subgrotq)s of this study), or -that boys -with
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vei^t gain or loss be c«3sidered together (in vfaich instance the 

effect of both wonld be obscured idien means for the subgroups were 

detexmined). Ihus> data on vei^t incrataent -sere considered unusable 

in this stuc^5^. ’

6, Henarchal Age

The difficulties inherent in a cross-sectional study were most 

evident in the instance of detenninations of menaichal age. Because 

not all girls in the study had passed the menarche, it was not possible 

to determine accuratdy a mean menarchal age for the entire grotg).

The members of the group of girls 15 and older had in almost every 

instance achieved the menarche, but the number of girls in the l5-year 

and l6-year age groups (especially in the different race subgroups) 

was small and not sufficient for analyses in relation to other vari

ables, . Mean menarchal ages for all girls already menstruating were 

determined^ but it was recognized that sudi a determination was biased 

in favor of early menstruating girls — they being the only menbers of 

the younger age groups represented in such a statistic. The assuis?)- 

tion that experience of post^enarchal girls could be applied to pre- 

menarchal girls (as defined in this s^djr) was invalid and analyses
I’

based on this were not Interpretable.

7, Children Wearing SLasses

Another limitation of the study was the failure to measure the 

Moncyer visual acuily of ahjl 

ination. The routine practice in vision screening tests within the 

Lourenco Marques schools is not to screen children wearing passes anti

d^e^
wearing glasses at the time of exam-
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this practice^ because the problems ubich it would create were not fore

seen, was not altered during the collection of data for this study.

53ie omission of Monc^er visual acuiigr of children wearing 

glasses was a serious one. Because of it, it was not possible to de

termine the distribution of degrees of redaction of visual acuity of 

chUdren in the various age, race, maturation and sen categories. 

Fortunately, data were available on the refractive status of iiiese 

children so that for certain analyses they could be ind.uded.

8. Reliabilily of Observations

Data were collected by health visitors in the various stac(y

schools. Althou^ the procedures for determining visual acuiiy, 

hei^t, wei^t, and menarchal status were outlined in written in

structions such as those incliuled in the ^pendix of this report, in 

aU probability there was variation among different observers and per

haps with the same observer at dlffereirb times. No dtqplicate observa

tions were made at any time. These should have been made. It is not 

I>ossible to deteimine whether this amission was serious for the pur-

f.

V

poses of this study, but previous experience with collection of these

data would suggest that duplicate determinations probably would have 

been in close agreement.

Ei^t ophthalmologists performed the refractions on children 

attending the eye clinic. 'Ibere was no evidence that they differed 

greatly in the numbers of children they characterized as normal or 

abnormal, but no drgolicate observations were made to determine inter

observer or intraobserver reliability.
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B. luteipretatlon of Findings

1. Measures of Qiwiiai and Development

a. Differences In Hei^t and Wei^t by Sex and Age. As would

have been expected from the observations of others in the field, of

growth and develc^ent, there were differences in the heights and 

wei^ts of boys and girls at different ages. In general, in all races,
V

there was a tenden<gr for bpys to be taller and heavier than girls in 

both the youngestand oldest age groups. In the age period of U through 

13» there was a tendency for these measures either to be about equal 

in the two sexes or, in the case of wei^t, to be greater in the fe

male than the male. This latter relationship is dearly shown for 

females in both Negro and Mixed race groups. Die tendency of girls 

to equal or exceed boys in size in the 11 throu^ 13 year age period 

is a reflection of the earlier addescent growth spurt in females.

After 13 the growth spurt of the boys restores the previous relation

ship of greater size in males than females,

Post-menarchal females at all ages were taller and heavier than 

their pre-menarchal age mates. !Qiese findings, also, were in agreemesit 

with those of other observers and supported the assun^tion that height 

and wei^t at a given chronological age were associated with levd of 

maturity.

V

A sharp “spurt" in mean hei^t or wei^t was not evident at 

ary age in either sex in ary of the race groups. Lack of its demonstra

tion does not mean that it did not occur in most or aTT members of the 

stuoty group. Instead, this finding almost certainly results from the
.
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cross-sectional technique e]iq}l97ed in this stoc^ idiichy at a given age^ 

tended to balance the "spurts'* of early naturers eith the slow changes 

of average or late maturersj and in addition the spurt of late maturers 

is obscured by the slowdown of the early maturers ~ thus giving means 

which, T&ile increasing steadily firom year to year, never Increased

sharjO-y,

Racial Differences in Hei^t, Wei^t, Age of Menarehe, and 

Heigjit Increment Ratio. As mentioned previou^y, interpretation of

•age and race differences in hei^t and wei^t was limited ly the small 

numbers of children in some subgroups. ^Ihite children generally were 

taller and heavier at almost every age than were children of other 

races. When numbers were adequate for statistical tests of signifi

cance, the differences in mean hel^t and wei^t between White and 

Negro children usually were significant at levels of .01 or leas.

children also usually differed from White children and some-TnHi an
V

times also from those of oilier races in respect to having a lower mean

weight at given chronological ages.

No other consistent differences of mean heists and wei^ts 

between oilier racial groups were noted although levels of statistical 

difference of .(XL or less were found scmetimes for differences in mean 

heists and/or wei^ts of children of two races at a certain age. Be

cause these differences did not also exist for age levels immediately 

above or below and because there was no ready biological e::qiLanation 

for differences occurring at a single age, these relationships were not 

considered biologically significant. Ihe occurrence of these "un- 

patterned" statistical differences in mean heists and wei^ts of
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different racial groups at different ages vas attributed to the 

possible atypicaliigr of the sd.ected sanqple and the variation (or 

range) of these measures within given age-race subgroups idiich, with 

the sample sizes used> led either to distortions of the means (false 

indication of true differences) or failure to identify true eadsting 

differences. Since statistical significance is a reflection of mathe

matical probability, the more associations of variables that are made, 

the more likely that one or more of these will show "statistical sig

nificance" on the basis of chance alone. Pexhaps this fact accounted

for one or more of the "ui^jattemed" findings of statistical signifi

cance.

Bie difference in sizes of White children and those of olher

ds of genetic differences 

status. This study was not 

designed to determine the cause of these differences. However, other 

observations of this study such as the low hei^t increment ratio in 

certain early age groups of Negro males and the low percentage of 12 

and 13 year old post^enarchal Negro girls would suggest that, at 

least in the Negro, these differences are a reflection of slower 

maturation. Slow maturation often is ihe result of poor nutrition 

and/or Illness, and the personal experience of the author is Ihat Negro 

children in Lourenco Naiques are more often (and White children less 

often) poorly nourished and chronically 111 than those of other races. 

Although the study does im)t include observations of older children and 

young adults, the personal impression of the author is that actult 

Negroes are neither shorter nor lifter in wei^t than adults of other

races possibly could be explained on the

or variations in nutritional and

V
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races in Mozambiqpie. ihis latter observation wotLld tend to support 

the suggestion that differences are on the basis of nutrition and 

physical health (and consequent differences in maturation rate) 

rather than genetic in nature. Such a hypothesis would be in agree

ment with the observations of Hoberts (1960)^^ i*o noted that 

Southern Sudan Negroes attained their adult stature at a later age 

than did London school children.

In the instance of Indian children^ it was noted that they 

did not differ significantly in hei^t from their non-Nhite peers 

but did so in respect to wei^t. Again, personal knowledge of the 

author of the slender bone structure of mature and even well-to-do 

suggests that this difference may have a large genetic ccan-iTidiana

ponent.

■When the percentage of post-menarchal girls at a given chron

ological age was detennined. White girls had hi^er rates than girls 

in olher races at ages iq) to ll;, ^jile Negro girls had noticeably 

lower rates tqo to age 15 than did girls in other races, ihis apparent 

later onset of menarche may also be a reflection of poor nutrition and 

health as previously discussed. Partial support for this suggestion 
may be given by observations (Micheason, 19l4li)^ that the menarchal 

age of Negroes in certain cities of the United States (^diose health 

anH nutritional status are presumed good) is similar to that of 'White 

children.

V

Negro males in the younger ages had the lowest hei^t incre

ment ratios of any of the racial groups. This observation, as was 

that of Iheix losrer hei^t and wei^t at aH ages, again was considered
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iesplainaKLe by their slower maturaticm rate •^ilch possibly was a re

flection of poor nutrition and health.
i::

2, Visual Acuity

!Qie hi^er rates of normal visual acuity shown for males in 

thin study in ccm?>arison to females is consistent with observations^ 

made by Sorsby* Brown, and SLataper. There are no ready explanations 

for this seat difference, Krogman, in reviewing the work of Scammon 

and TOdd, suggested that this mi^t be an eocpression of the greater 

relative size of the female than the male eyeball, Sorsby and co- 

workers demonstrated that the net refractive change wilh growth was 

greater in the eyes of females than males. However, this latter is a 

description of the change in visual acuity rather than an identifica

tion of the underlying cause of it.

The findings of this study in respect to age and race differ

ences in visual acuity, while present and generally in the relation-

ship anticipated, were not as marked as had been suggested by the ob-
Brown (1?38)»^ Sorsby (1961),® andservations of Slataper (1950),^°

Hirsch (195U).^° Iheir studies Indicated that ocular refraction in

the vertical meridian declined with age and that this decrease with age 

was orderly and pronounced. While there was a general tendency in the 

various racial greets (more pronounced in females than males) for 

older children to have lower percentages of manbers with normal vision, 

this tendency was neither orderly nor pronounced.

Studies of Kaipinos (1960)^^ of the differences in distant 

visual acuity of Negro and White amy recruits directed our attention 

to the visual acuity of Negro and White boys in this study. ^ general.
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visual acuity of Hegro boys sas supeilor to that of llhite boys but the 

differences were not as great as would have been suggested by the fil

ings of Karpinos. It is possible because of the older age of the 

grotq> studied by Karpinos that it is not congjarable with the present 

study grovgp. The findings of better visual acuity in Negroes than 

ifhites possibly ni^t be explained ty the apparent slower maturation 

late (poorer nutrition and health) of Negroes and its possible r^- 

tionship to defects in visual acuity with maturation. Binning (1958 

in his study of Saskatoon school children, noted that malnourished 

children had better visual acuity and fewer refractive errors than did 

weGLl nourished children. Differences in visual acuity between Negroes 

and Whites mi^t also be on a genetic basis (eye struotvire, growth 

characteristics). Studies of Karpinos^^* on aimy inductees in the U.S.A,

suggest that a genetic etiology mi^t be responsible, at least in part, 

for these differences if one assumes that the Negro and White inductees
V

were of cQn^>arable health and nutritional status.

It was hoped, originally, that this study would provide informa

tion on the anmtal increment of new vision defects so that a school

program mi^t be designed with optimal periodicity for the vision 

screening tests. Visual acuity determinations in two consecutive years 

were made for 2176 males. Hales wearing glasses at the time of the 

fiwt examination were excluded from these determinations. Of the 

group tested, 91 per cent were normal on the first examination and ap

proximately two per cent (Ijl boys) of these converted to abnormal at 

the time of the second test one year later. Simultaneously, approxi

mately this number (22 boys) converted from abnormal to normal
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visual acuity* Of the previously identified children wiiai abnormal 

visual acuity, half had visual acuity one year later that was equal 

to or better than that at the first examination, and half had a de

crease in visual acuity. Because there were only about 200* boys in 

the abnormal visual acuity group (and only Ijl newly identified on the 

second examination), it was not possible by age and race to determine 

incidence of new abnormalities. However, these observations suggest 

that the nnrtnni increnent of new defects in visual acuity in these 

bqys is not hi^ but that there are considerable changes in degree of 

visual acuity as measured by screening test in sciiool in the boys al

ready identified as having abnormal visual acuity. Such observations 

are not sufficient for recommending that the present program of annud. 

screening be changed. However, they do suggest that it would be 

profitaHe in devising such a screening schedule to think separately 

about children previously having been identified as abnormal and those 

not previously so identified. In the former group it might be e:q)ected 

that anrmni testing wouLd have a hi^ yield of patients wilh changed 

status idiereas with the latter group, annual testing might not be 

necessary because of the small increment of new cases. Further study 

(i,e., larger numbers of cases) would be necessary before such a de

cision would be made. One important determination would have to be 

the nature of vision defect in the newly detected cases. If these de

fects were mild, it would reisiforce a decision to make periodic test

ing at longer intervals. If they were severe, it would support a de

cision to test annnally or more frequently.
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3. Diagnosis on Refraction

As previoud-y noted, it was not considered justifiable to 

make inferences about the possible refractive status of diildren ^o 

had received a screening examination but did not subsequently attend 

the eye clinic, therefore, conclusions drawn from these data in

K

respect to age, sex, or race differences must be guarded. The in

crease in refractive errors wi-Ui age that observers such as Slataper 

and Birown have reported were not seen in either the 'White or the 

Indian racial groups but were seen in the Negro and Mixed groups.

The author has no explanation of why the White did not show the anti

cipated increase in refractive errors with age. However, in the case 

of the Indian children, this may have been the result of limited

children did show thenumbers of observations. %e White and Indlan

transition with age from predominantly hyperopic refractive errors to 

nyqp3.c ones that has been described by Slataper and Sors'by. These 

changes, according to Sorsby, are the result of growtii in the sagittal 

diameter of the eyeball without corresponding craipensatoty changes 

eLseidiere in the ocular system.

The virtual absence of myopia in Negro children and the pre

ponderance of hyperopic refractive errors in ihe Negro and Mixed 

racial groups was of interest. Since both the White and Indian groups 

contained children with hypeoropia, it was not apparent from the data 

of this study whether absolute rates for hyperopia were greater in 

Negroes or whether the predominance of this refractive error was ap

parent because of the absence of myopia. The previously referred to 

inability to arrive at a reliable denominator for refractive errors

V

i
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accomts for this difficulty. Post (1962)^ noted that Orientals had 

hi^er rates of than did Caucasians. It is presumed that

racial differences in refSractive errors have an important gaietic com

ponent hut until groups can be equated by the is^ortant factors of 

nutrition and rate of maturation, these latter factors can not be ex

cluded as accounting for all or part of these finding, Gardiner 

(1958)^2 Binning (1938)^^ have reported a positive relationship 

between myopia and nutritional status.

U, Association of Measures of Growth and DevdLopaent witii Attributes 
of Vision

a. Visual Acuity, She failure to demonstrate Important differ

ences of mean hei^t and wei^t at given ages of children with Honoyer 

visual acuily of 1.0 in each eye and of all other children may indicate 

that visual acuity is not related with these variables or it may in

dicate that the division into "normal" and "abnormal" vision groups 

was not made correctly. Perhaps the definition of "normal" visual 

acuily should have extended to 0,9 or 0,8 (Monoyer) in the worst eye 

of the tested child. It is definitely possible that the "abnormal" 

group as constituted for this study included a number of children who 

should have been considered normal, e.g., had 0,9 acuity in only one 

eye and 1,0 in the other eye and 1,0 binocular. The inclusion of any 

sizeable nmiber of children in this category into the abnormal group 

could have obscured differences Aram the normal if they existed. 

However, the problem here as elseihere in the study was of adequate 

numbers in the subgroups. Inclusion in the normal visual acuity groxp 

of children with 0,8 and 0,9 (Monoyer) in the worst eye tested wcjuld

i
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have reduced the rnmbers in the abnonnal group still further and made 

conqfflrisons between it and the normal group In various age, race, seat 

categories more difficult. Even as -ttie groups were divided, it was 

possible to make statistical tests of significance oily for White 

children.

Hei^t increment ratios of boys judged to have nonnal and ab

normal visual acuity* strongly suggested that boys with normal vision 

were having their hei^t "spurts” (i.e,, maximum incranents of linear 

growth) at an earlier age than boys with abnormal visual acuity.

Thin finding is contrary to the one expected — that maturation and 

abnormalities of visual acuity are directly associated, Ihere may be 

at least two explanations for the findings of this study, neither of 

idiich can be tested satisfactorily by the present data. !Qie first, 

i&ich already has been mentioned,' is that the normal and abnormal 

groups were not defined in such a way as to truly distinguish normal 

. and abnormal — the 0.8 and 0,9 (Moncyer) more properly being considered 

Tinrn’ni than abnormal. Bie second is that deficiency of visual acuity 

can be accounted for by a number of refractive errors only some of 

idiich are associated with maturation. Bils latter possibility is dis

cussed later in relation to the association of ryopia and hei^t in

crement ratio shown in this study. Another possibility is that the 

findings of this study represent a true relationship between onset of 

maturation and of visual acuity. This latter possibility is most un

likely since it would be at variarwe with observations of Brown,

Hirsch, SOLataper and others on the relationship between maturation and 

deficiencies in visual acuity.
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There did not appear frcra this study to be a statistically 

significant relationship betneen menarchal age and visual acuity.

3he finding was in agreement with the‘^report of Sorsby et that 

"there is nothing to suggest tiiat early menarche — and presumably 

early puberty •— tends to precipitate undue arLal elongation."

b. Refractive Errors. The findings of this study support 

the typothesis that nycpia is associated with early maturation in 

males. The mean hei^t increment ratios for White males i&o were 

nyopic exceeded those of the remainder of White males. This would 

suggest that idiereas boys with abnormal visual acuity had a later 

peak of hei^t increment than those with normal visual acuity, a 

subgrotp of the abnormal (the nyopics) showed an opposite relation

ship. One would infer from the studies of Sorsby et al. that this 

relationship of myopia and maturation was an outocsae of increase in 

the sagittal diameter of the ore without corresponding change in the 

other structures. These findings also agree with those of Gardiner 

(19514-)^ who found a positive association between growth rate and 

nycpia.
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Contrary to the observations of Gardiner and Binning and in 

accord with those of Sorsby et al., this study did not show an asso

ciation between nycpia and measures of maturation in White girls (the 

only group with large eiuni^ numbers to study). The mean heights and 

wei^ts, menarchal age, and par cent menstruating at a given chrono

logical age did not differ between nyopic and non-sjyoplc White girls. 

These findings were unexpected since the auihor's clinical observations
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had led her to consider that njyopia and early matoration were associated. 

Periiaps in studies ■idiere such associations appeared tp exist, matura

tion and nBTt^ia rather than being directly related to one another were 

each related to a third factor such as nutrition. (Gardiner has docu

mented a relationship between nutrition and syopia.) In such an in

stance, for example, malnutrition possibly could boi4i/dd.ay maturation 

and slow the growth of the ^eball, liiereby d^aying the emergence of 

iqyopia. In this study, the population of Hhite girls was relatively 

homogeneous in respect to nutrition so that if such a factor was im

portant, it did not have an opportunity to express itself.

The problem of the relation of uyopia and maturation obviously 

needs further study. The numerous racial groups and the hi^ily varied 

socio-economic status of different portions of the population of 

Mozambique furnish suitable subjects for further study of the rela

tionship of myopia to race (genetic aspects), nutrition, and maturation.
V

C. Other Studies Suggested

is with most studies, this one suggested more questions to be 

investigated than it answered. In addition, it was obvious that some 

of iiie questions idiich this stu^y was supposed to answer were not 

answered, due to limitations in the number of subjects with certain 

characteristics and to faults in stuiy design and data collection.

If this study were to be repeated, the following changes would 

be made. Visual acuity of children wearing passes would be determined

!

by the Monpyer test. An attea^t would be made to obtain observation on
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all children in Loorenco Marques between the ages of 9 and 16 whether 

in official school or not. Duplicate observations would be made on a 

subsampLe of the study population to determine -Uie reLiabilily of the 

methods used. The subject of menarchal age would be investigated by 

• questioning girls 1$ through 18 in Louiremco Marques. This latter group 

could be ejected to have passed the menarohe and yet be of an age 

probably to reflect the current pattern.

Belated studies which aire suggested include a longitudinal 

study of somatic growth of male and female school children of different 

racial groups in relation to their visual acuity and refraction status. 

Similar studies mi^t bo made within racial groTq)s according to body 

lype. If differences are found by race, seme of these might be due to 

genetic differences and mi^t be studied with interest in the "Mixed" 

racial group which is ccniprised of hybrids, of various races.

Francois (1961has stated "Ocular refraction, like skin color, is 

an example of polymeric or plurifactorial inheritance. In Negroes 

hLack skin color is due to the additive action of two dominating genes 

carried by two different chiumosomes whereas the idilte color of the 

Caucasian is linked to the additive action of two similar recessive

I

i'.

;i

lb'

I;.'

1
pairs of genes." ■f

IIf large enou^ numbers were available, studies mi^t be made 

of family patterns of visual aculiy and refraction status. (In this 

study there were observations on siblings, but their number was not 

sufficient to warrant analysis). Because children residing in Lourenco 

Marques and in the rural areas of Mozanibique have different health

f’

■r,'

;■
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proM-ems and ntria»itional status, these two groups mi^t be cocgjared 

in a stud7 of sortie growth and vision.

Finally, this study suggests that a number of characteristica 

such as illness (amount and kind), dental growth and dev'd.opment, 

hearing, exercise tolerance, etc., could be investigated in the dif

ferent racial groups present in lourenoo Marques or else^diere in 

Mozambique.

: /



VI. C0H(3LUSIGHS

This thesis tested the hypothesis that visual acuity in child

ren is influenced by factors idiich also disj^ay thsaselvies in the 

child’s pattern of growth that evidence of such can be obtained by 

demonstrating associative rriationships between visual sunaity and 

maturational characteristica of children.

In the main, the l^Jothesis was not siqiported vdien Monoyer 

vision test results and diagnosis of selected children on refraction

taken as indices of visual acuity and when hei^t, wei^t, menarchal 

‘ age, hei^t incremait, and hei^t increment ratio were taken as measures 

of maturation.

i

, !

were
i

i

When children were divided into a group with 1,0 (Monoyer) 

visual acuity in each eye (defined as normal) and those whose visual 

acuity was- less (defined as abnormal):

a) There was no difference in the mean heists and wei^ts 

of these two groiqjs in aiy age, sex, or race category.

b) There was no significant difference in age of menarohe 

in members of these two groups.

c) There was no significant difference in males in increases 

in hei^t In a one-year period between members of these 

two gror^js,

d) There was a greater hei^t incranent ratio tQ) to age lU 

in the male normal visual acuity group than the abnormal 

visual acuity groves the r^atLonships being reversed 

after that age.

V
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When ohlldren with reftactive diagnoses of myopia were com

pared to all other children;

a) The heists and veldts of White OQropic females did 

not diffCT significantly from mean heists and waists 

of their non-jiyppic age mates, 

h) The mean menarchal age and the percentage post-menarchal 

at different ages pf White nyopic children did not differ 

significantly from those of White non-^nyopic children, 

c) The hei^t incipient ratio of White male syppies was 

greater at all ages than for White male non-ayopics.

Thus, the only growth measure associated with visnal acuity 

in IMs atu(^y was the hei^t increment ratio. It was hi^er in White 

males with normal Honoyer visual acuity and in White males with nyopla 

than it was in White males with abnormal visual acuity but without 

nyopia. No inferences were made from these observations.

Two additional conclusions, not r^ated to the hypothesis

•if

V

tested, were:

a) That testing of children previously found to have 

normal visual acuity msy be done with less than yearly 

frequency because of the low yield (2 per cent) of

testdngj but that annual testing 

of children previously found to have abnormal visual 

acuity is worthwhile because it reveals changes in 

half the subjects.

b) That a screening level ;diich Includes 0.9 (Honoyer)

as “abnormal" yields an appreciable number of children 

(19 per cent) with refractive errors.

nen cases on
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V;- V. )i3, pp. avo-ijv, 1950.

f ■

I .AHCHH-ES Ol- OPHTHALMOLOGY

Brown used compilations of 8,104 eyes of patients of ages from 
to 30 inclusive, as shown in table 1. Since he had many more patients 
from 1 to 6 years of age than I, I include his statistics for ages from 1 

10 years, which give a better over-all picture of the age variations for
these years. .

It will be noted that his annual age_xadations are very close to mine, 
the diflerence being ±0.038 D. Hence, in table 1 I have given the 
averages of our two figures for each of the first ten years of life. My 
table 2 and graph (chart) include the cases from Brown’s statistics for 
die group from 1 to 10 years of age (table 2).
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Age nurms of refraction and vision.

h'or the years (below 11) for which my statistics were weak. Brown' 
had many more cases. For the group below 11 years of age, he had a 
total of 3,138 eyes and I had 1,062 eyes, the total being 4.2QP eyes.

Age Norms for Spherical Equivalent Eefraclion.—The four types 
of age variations from the average of -j- 2.32 D. at birth are tabulated:

+1.617 D.
- 3.327 D. 
4-1J62D.
— 2.367 D.

7»2010

i
1
!
i

j

Birth to 7 yr.
. 8 to 30 yr.
. 31 to 64 yr.
. 65 to 87 yr.

Hypcrmelropia of early childhood....
Axial myopia of the young..............
Hypermetropia of middle agc....^... 
Senile myopia....................................
These values are shown in the graph.

I

± 8.673 D.

■?

I

!
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Table Zr—Age Nopns of Rtfraction and Vision

PenesUte wltb so/so 
TUton

Spberical 
RqulTAlcot, D. 

•
■ +8^00

AnouftlAta Number of Variatioo* D. EyeaAge VUioo Number
0
1 +0.179 16 6/35

(eatlmated)
6/18/1
6/10.4

i +2.830 
+3.8 IS 
+3.500 
+3.781 
+3J05 
+3J37 
+3.778 
+3.010 
+3.355 
+ 3.086
+8.780
+8.483
+8.191
+1.S35
+1.768
+1.571
+1.425
+1.200
+1.152
+14X15
+0.94!)
+04I6U
+04)00 
+a?54 
+0.719 
+0.683 
+0.651 
+0.t»9 
+0.610 
+0.603 
+04i05 
+0.617 
+0.629 
+0.647 
+a0ltt 
+0.687 
+0,707 
+0.721 
+0.730 
+a7l4 
+0.760 
+0.756 

* +0.7U2 
+0.778 
+0.700 
+04)28 
+04)04 
4 0.900 
+0.963 
+ 1.0« 
+ 1.003 
+1.168 
+ 1.237 
+1.306 
+ 1.280 
+ 1.853 
+ 1.468 
+ 1.439 
+L478 
+ 1.788 
+ 1.563 
+1.7G8 
+ 1.672 
+1.720 
+IJ96 
+i4es 
+1.879 
+ 1.715 
+1.633 
+ IJ74 
+1.815 
+IJ01 
+ 1A11 
+ .890 
+1.106 
+a780 
+0.639 
+0J7T 
+(L&S7 
+0.898 
+0.164 
+0417

-0489
-0411
-0496

+0434 
• +0483

+0490 
+0,288 
+0.164 
+0.04S 
-O.ISO 
-U.16S 
—0456 
—04tl7 
-0490 
-0400 
—0499 
-0456 
-0,167 
-0.194 
—0.149 
—0.135 
-0.18S 
-0.117 
-O.0b6 
-0.080 
-0.(103 
-0469 
-0435 
-0486 
-O.U32 
-0.025 
-0.018 
—0407 
+0009 
+0.018 
+0.012 
+0018 
+0.016 
+0.025
+o.o»
+0.014
+0O(S
+0.014
+0006
+0.006
+0.006
+0.016
+0.021
+0.019
+0.(U6
+0.045
+0.053
+0.0GO
+o.o;i 
+0075 
+0.0(0 
•f 0.000 
-0420 
—0.C8S 
+0415 
—0.029 
+0439 
+0.844 
-0.139 
+0.185 
+0404 
—0451 
+0.176 
-0418 
+0.196 
-0164 
-0.063 
—0.058 
—0450 
-0014 
+0.010 
-0414 
+0808 
-0416 
—0.150 
-0051 
—0040 
-0449 
-0.1M 
+0.UI 
-0.4tt 
-0104 
-0.078 
-0464

103 7
3 209 59 3
4 291 6/94 92 8
6 671 6/64 116 83
6 467 5/6.7 807 447 656 5/6.4 . 881 63
8 609 5/6 850 56
9 757 5/5.8 318 61

10 638 6/06 309 69
11 234 6/5.1 878 75
U 480 5/5 806 78
18 464 6/54

6/4.7
6/4.7
5/4.6
5/4.6
5/4.4
5/4.5

231 61
14 493 256 86
16 604 24J 84
16 510 256 80o 17 480 30] 87
16 450 270 83
19 406 364 91
20 480 5/44 819 03
21 510 5/44 ■Ml 02
22 554 5/44 367 94
23 520 6/44 837 92
24 636 5/1.0 412 9185 569 5/4.1 99419
20 552 6/4.4 03901
27 670 5/44

6/44
370 91

26 008 410 91
89 684 5/44 400»■ 91
SO 648 6/4.6 880 88
31 066 5/44

5/44
806 89

32 703 884 .. 88S3 70B 5/4.4 820 92
34 m 6/4.6 S32 89
85 719 5/44 867 9736 754 6/14 869 86
87 726 6/44

6/44
5/44
5/44
5/44
5/4.4
5/44

883 93
86 854 8839 267 9140 800 300 93
41 782 354 93
42 7X3 411 93
43 788 428 91
44 718 5/4.6 873 91
45 714 5/44 867 au
46 706 6/4.4 811 93
47 718 5/4.4 835 94\ 46 eu3 5/44 899 9049 614 5/44

5/1.0
6/44
5/4.6
3/1.0
6/4.0
5/4.7

S3d 9150 688 870 8651 508 181 89
50 452 192 89
63 412 1L7 8754 178 108 85
66 850 129 87
50 875 6/44 118 83
67 808 6/4.7 87 88
58 800 5/44 189 88» m 5/14 94 64
60 231 5/14 64 83
61 107 6/4.7 89 8568 804 5/5.8 97 70
63 135 5/5 79 60
04 118 S/54

6/54
78 81

65 105 64 68
60 88 50 m
67 63 5/5,4 S3 56
66 106 5/5.4 48 57
C9 60 5/5.4 60 68
70 111 5/U.4 100 tf
71 78 6/5 63 88
79 168 5/74 78 994
78 144 6/74 66 a
71 114 5/6.1 56 18
75 116 5/84 100 14
76 n 5/84 86 18
77 44 6/9.1 29 36
78 86 6/104 18 94
79 40 5/9.9 20 II
80 94 5/10.4

5/114
5/184

13 84
81 t 10
89 4

1083 l/U 10
5/204
tftM

84 4
65 4
86 8/n 4
87 5/a 4

54470 17486

47!
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APPENDIX 3

' SanjiLe Circular for the Orientation of School Personnel 
(School-Health Visitors and Teachers) to Determine 

Visual Acuity

V,

Visual acuity is evaluated ty making the testee read the 

- optometric scale (here, the Monoyer scale) at a distance of $ m. 

Before mating the test, the foUowing procedure for measuring 

acuities should be fdlloKed.

The acuity of each eye has to be evaluated separately* If 

the child is able to distinguish the smallest letters of the first 

line, the visual acuity of the eye examined is said to be lOAOj if 

he can only distinguish the last line, acuity is l/lO} if he reads 

the last two lines, acuity is 2/10, and so on.

If the child has an acuity of lO/lO, he has a normal 

acuity and we can be satisfied with this result unless he cf»np^«^ng 

about any of liie folloHing disturbaneest

a) frequent headaches, especially idien reading, writing

or engaging in any irork that requires prolonged fixationj

b) momentary clouding of vision under the same cincumstasicesj

c) burning eyes;

d) watering eyes;

e) his eyes fatigue readily; 

or if the teacher observes*

i
i;
ftr
i
&
I

- -w

ft

X

i
ft

4
s'
t
t

i
[1

1) bloodshot or watering eyes;

2) very frequent g, e^ecially when fixating; 

3) that he winks his eyes idiile fixating;
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U) that he closes one eyej'

5) that he rubs his eyes often;

6) that he mistakes letters or tran^oses them;

7) that he reads very closely to the book or that ho 

Hrites vith his eyes dose to the paper;

8) that he pays little attention daring dass-reading

or e^planatirais made on the blackboard or

on the map.

Ml these syxptoms} we r^eat, appear in chUdren with normal 

visud acaity and can be sysiptoms of hypeimetropia^ ahich can only be 

diagnosed by an ophthalmdogist and ^ch reqaires permanent nse of 

glasses or at least daring fine work.

The fact that acaities in these cases can be normal is due to 

the tremendous oapabili-ty of accoomodatlon ihich the dbildren dis^^ay.

This eacamination gives as precise but limited information. For 

eaample, we can not verify the coordination and effidency^ of the two 

eyes ihen they are jointly used* at a normal reading distance. However* 

there exist visual disturbances caused ly lack of this coordination.

. For this reason* a visit to the ophthalmdogist shodd be required of

;

t

!

i

i

.1
1*.

)

ht'pti eho

a) have less than normal acuity (a tderance of 8/iO for each 

eye and 9/1.0 for binocular vision is acceptable);
't

b) have normal acuities but dlsid.ay any of 'Uie described 

sysqptans or oUiers* related to the use of their eyes.

1 i
i

i.
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Heading the Optcmetrd.c Caiart

A rocan ahoaLd be chosen which is sufficiently big to allow the 

pi ftning of the ^tcmetric chart at one end and the child^ sitting or 

standing, 5 nu distant at the other end.

Dayli^t should be elininatet^as much as possible in order to 

Qjgiloy mainly artificial li^t on the optometrLc chart. The sources’of 

li^t should be shaded so that they cast ll^t only onto the chart and 

not into the face of the dhlld.

Ary sources of li^t which could possibly interfere — especially 

those which mi^t lie within the visual horizon of the child — should

']

!
5

also be eliminated.

The chasrt must be hung so that its center is more or less level 

Vith' the child's eyes.

As visual aouliy tends to increase with an increase in ll^t 

intensity and vice versa, it is necessary that greatest attention be 

paid to the lifting of the optometric chart.

A highly lifted chart makes reading easier. To obtain proper 

illumination of the chart that is not equipped with a special lifting 

frame, li^ts should be placed 1 m. from the plane of the chart and 

horizontally displaced 2 m. firom the center line.

They should be leva, with the center of the chart; RLeces of 

idiite card (80 x 1;0 cm.) with the reverse side, l.e., toward the child, 

painted black or any other dark color, can be used^jas reflectors.

There should be eaily one child in the room -rfiere the measuring

w.

\

takes place.

The teacher should either stand beside the pi^il or near the 

chart, pointing out with a rod the letters to be read by the child.
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The child should be sitting or standing, ijlth his e^es lerel ulth the 

center of the chart or at least not lower than the last reading roes.

If a chart for the non-literates is used, the child must point 

oat with his hands in ^diat direction the open ends of the "E" point, 

that is, downward, upward, or toward which side*

If the child has no defects regarding acully he should be 

able to re^ all letters or to indicate the direction of all signs.

If the child reads the entire line and only fails at one or 

two letters, the reading of this line is considered correct.

The child must first read with one eye, then with the other, 

and finally with both eyes together,

Ohe eye idd-ch is not to be tested can be covered by a thick 

piece of card, measuring 12 by 21; cm., idiich the child holds in place ' 

with one hand so that the eye is not pressed.

If the child uses passes, visual acuity has to be evaluated 

first without passes, then with passes.

Before coming to the conclusion that a child is mentally re

tarded we have to determine if his lack of concaitration and attention 

or his apathy (leudc of excitement) are not due to bad vision or to bad 

hearing.

!

■

!
X

In the interest of the child's health and of the progress of 

the class, teachers should do their best to uncover these deficiencies 

by means of an examination.

Ihe teacher should be persistent in urging parents to take the 

child to an o|ditha1tnn1,ogist if this should be necessary; and if the 

doctor prescribes the use of glasses, the teacher should insist that 

the diildren use them while in class.

i
I

V
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Bie teacher should also arrange for myopic diildr^ to sit in 

liie places nearest to the hlaclthoard and he should do his best to 

ensure that the class rooms are properly lit.

-

V

r

1
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!Ehe same discriinixiatorsr method described in Section HI of
if

Method (page 37) for the association of hei^t and weight values 

for indivldnal n^ropic Mhite girls was used for Mhite bosrs*

The average deviation and standard deviation of nyopic TOiite 

boys frcHn curve values of hei^t and wei^t are shown in Table Tyrr 

and figures 35 and 36. There appeared to be no difference between 

mean hei^t zind wei^t of ^fliite males with and without myopia. I

Table HH

Average Deviations and Standard Deviations of Ifyopic 
White Bpys from Curve Values of Hei^t and Weight. 

Official SchodLs, lourenco Marques 
(Mozambique) 1962-63

. j

Height Wei^t
X

V
Average Deviation .01 1.0

•06ZlStandard Deviation 8.76

i

«5j
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